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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with order/disorder transitions near solid surfaces as studied by x

ray photoelectron diffraction and photoelectron holography. Transitions involving both

atomic positional order and magnetic order have been studied.

Further evidence for a reversible high-temperature surface-disordering phase

transition on Ge(lll) has been found using Ge 3p x-ray photoelectron diffraction (a short

range-order probe of surface structure that is sensitive to the first 3-5 spheres of neighbors)

and photoelectron holography (a recently suggested direct 3-d imaging technique).

Azimuthal diffraction data at takeoff angles with respect to the surface of 9=19° (including

nearest-neighbor forward scattering directions and yielding high surface sensitivity) and

9=55° (for which second-nearest-neighbor forward scattering directions and more bulk

sensitivity are involved) show abrupt drops in intensity of -30%-40% over the temperature

interval of 900-1200 K. Photoelectron holographic near-neighbor images at temperatures

both below and above the transition region furthermore indicate an identical near-neighbor

structure for all atoms present in ordered sites. These combined diffraction and holography

data show that by 1200 K, the Ge(lll) surface is covered by a completely disordered

overlayer of about 2 Ge monolayers in thickness. The rate of growth of this overlayer with

increasing temperature is also in excellent agreement with recent medium-energy ion

scattering results, although the thickness we find for the overlayer is 1.5-2.0x larger than

that derived from ion scattering. Based on these data, a disordering model for the Ge(lll)

surface phase transition occurring at 1050 K is discussed.

Spin-polarized photoelectron diffraction is a recently developed and promising

application of photoelectron diffraction to the study of the magnetic structure near surfaces.

This technique is based on an internal source of spin-polarized electrons as produced in
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core-level multiplet splittings and it is thus sensitive to the short-range magnetic order

around a given type of emitter in the crystal. In prior studies, it has been applied to two

antiferromagnets, KMnF3 and MnO, and the effects seen at temperatures well above the

Neel (or long-range-order) temperature have been attributed to an abrupt loss of short-range

order. In this thesis, data on MnO have been extended. to include the use of synchrotron

radiation .atphoton energies of 150, 170, and 190 eV. Attempts to measure similar effects

on two ferromagnets, Fe and Gd, were also made; these yielded preliminary results that

should be useful for future studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

'Disorder is notmerechaos: it implies defective order'

-J.M. Ziman

To describe a disordered state, it is first necessary to begin with the ordered state

from which deviations occur. The perfect order found in a three-dimensional crystal can be

altered by changes in the physical conditions of its surroundings. One simple type of

disorder consists of forming a surface: that is, effectively splitting the crystal in two along

some plane. This dissertation examines two additional types of disorder, structural and

magnetic, that can occur near crystalline solid surfaces as a function of temperature. In the

first case, it has been found that the Ge(lll) surface undergoes a surface structural

disordering phase transition near 1050 K, or 160 Kbelow its bulk melting point. The idea

of a temperature-dependent re-arrangement of the Ge(lll) surface structure was first

suggested by Lever [1] based on a marked drop in the oxygen sticking coefficient

beginning at approximately 1050 K. The first actual observation of a high-temperature

structural phase transition was made by McRae and coworkers [2] using temperature

dependent low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). Further evidence for this reversible

process and a proposed model of the disordering associated with it will be presented in

Chapter 4. In the second case, abrupt short-range-magnetic-order transitions have been

observed previously in the two antiferromagnets KMnF3 [3] and MnO [4] at temperatures

well above their long-range-order or Neel temperatures. An extension of prior work on

MnO to include synchrotron radiationmeasurements, an attempt to detect similar transitions
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in the ferromagnet Fe, and preliminary data on Gd in preparation for future studies will be

described in Chapter 5.

Photoelectron diffraction (PO) is a widely used probe of surface structure. Complete

reviews of this technique including descriptions of the photoemission process and

experimental as well as theoretical aspects can be found elsewhere [5]. The basic process

involves exciting a core photoelectron with a flux of nearly monoenergetic radiation hv, and

measuring resulting intensity modulations as a function of either emission direction or hv

that are due to scattering from atoms neighboring the emitter. The photoelectric equation

describing energy conservation is:

hv = Eb(k) + Ekin (1.1)

where Eb(k) is the binding energy of the kth level with respect to the vacuum level and

Ekin is the photoelectron kinetic energy. Because a core-level is excited, the measurement

is atom-specific: that is, emitters of each atomic number in the sample can be studied

separately. Since PO is primarily sensitive to the first three to five spheres of neighbors

around each emitter, it is a short-range probe of the local environment around a given type

of emitter. For the studies in this dissertation, three different variations of PD were used:

x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPO), photoelectron holography (PH), and spin-polarized

photoelectron diffraction (SPPD). There are two modes of XPO, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

Scanned-angle XPO, performed with a conventional fixed-energy x-ray source, involves

measuring the angular distribution of a particular photoelectron intensity while varying

either or both the two electron emission angles: the polar angle 9 (here defined relative to

the surface) and the azimuthal angle cjI. The majority of the data in Chapter 4 is of this type.

In the second mode of XPD, the photon energy of the incident x-rays is allowed to vary
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while the electron emission direction is kept fixed. A portion of the data in Chapter 5 is of

this type. PH, a new variation on XPD, was also used to study the Ge(lll) high

temperature structural disordering phase transition in Chapter 4. This technique stems from

suggestions first made by Szoeke [6] and later elaborated at a theoretical level by Barton [7]

that the angular distributions of photoelectrons or Auger electrons above a single crystal

surface form holograms which can be inverted via a two-dimensional Fourier transform

(Ff) to yield direct images of atomic structure. Tonner, Saldin, and co-workers [8] for the

first time showed this procedure to be promising for the analysis of experimental data. In

particular, they found that certain features in the images derived for both Auger emission

and elastically back-scattered Kikuchi electrons can be associated with the positions of

near-neighbor atoms of typical emitters in both the Cu lattice and an epitaxial overlayer of

Cu on Ir(lll) [8,9]. More recently, Herman and co-workers [10] have found that features

in the holographic images for core-level photoelectrons from Si(lll), a semiconductor with

an open diamond lattice structure and two symmetry-inequivalent emitter types that is very

similar to the Ge(111) studied in this thesis, also correspond to atomic positions. These

few studies represent the first successful holographic images derived from experimental

data to date. Finally, SPPD, used mainly to obtain the data in Chapter 5, is a promising

probe of short-range magnetic order [3,4]. It measures spin-dependent scattering effects as

produced by spin-split core level photoelectron peaks. No external spin detector is needed

and the technique can be applied to specimens with no net magnetization such that studies

of both antiferromagnets and ferromagnets should be possible.

Other than studies of structural and magnetic disorder in the surface and near-surface

regions to be presented in this dissertation, the author also participated in four other surface

science experiments which will be briefly described here. Valence photoelectron diffraction

and direct-transition effects were examined by measuring the temperature dependence of
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valence and core x-ray photoelectron intensities for W(l10) [11]. Inelastic photoelectron

diffraction was also studied by considering the diffraction patterns from W(llD) and

Ge(1l1) due to both inelastically-scattered electrons and elastically scattered electrons [12].

Photoelectron holography was applied, for the first time, to image near-neighbor atoms in

the semiconductor Si [10]. Finally, the surface polarity of a Hg1-xCdxTe(lll) epitaxial

surface was determined by XPD [13].

In the study of valence PD and direct transition effects, W(llO) valence spectra,

shown in Fig. 1.2 at ambient temperature (295 K) and high temperature (803 K), were

taken as a series of energy scans at a constant polar angle of 8=45° and spanning an

azimuthal range of '1>=0°-90° in 1.8° steps [11]. At 295 K, after normalization to the same

maximum height for the 2.8 eV peak, significant oscillations in the height of the 5.3 eV

peak as a function of azimuthal angle were observed. These oscillations are associated with

direct-transition effects in valence emission due to the high Oebye-Waller factor (W) of

0.55 (or equivalently the high percentage of direct transitions). At 803 K, however, the

valence spectra are essentially constant with '1>, indicating the reduced effect of direct

transitions due to a Oebye-Waller factor of 0.20 at this temperature. That is, at the higher

temperature, there is essentially complete Brillouin-zone averaging due to vibrational

effects. In addition, temperature-dependent energy-integrated core and valence-band

intensities were also measured as azimuthal scans ofrange 200° in 'I> and at a polar angle of

8=45°. It was found that at 295 K, these curves were similar in form, but showed

significant differences in fme structure. At 803 K, they retained differences due to the

atomic-orbital character of the initial and final states involved.

Surface structure determinations via PO and Auger electron diffraction (AED) usually

involve examining spectral features that arise from elastically scattered or "no loss"

photoelectrons. In the second study, inelastic photoelectron diffraction (IPO) patterns
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resulting from inelastically-scattered electrons were instead measured for W(llO) and

Ge(l11) surfaces [12]. Figure 1.3 shows the elastic peaks and inelastic "plasmon" loss

satellites at lower kinetic energy for both W 4f and Ge 3d emission. Corresponding elastic

and inelastic azimuthal patterns at a polar angle of 9=55° are shown in Fig. 1.4. The ratio

between the two normalized diffraction patterns in the lower panel of the figure indicates

reductions in the inelastic intensities of 20% and 13% for the W 4f and Ge 3d curves,

respectively, along forward scattering directions such as <001> and <112>. This selective

reduction of the inelastic peaks can bequantitatively explained by defocussing effects due

to multiple elastic scattering. An additional observation deduced from this study is that the

ratio I(inelastic)/I(elastic) can also serve as a means for identifying low-index directions

above a surface.

In the third study, PH was applied to the Si(111) surface [10]. Theoretical

considerations and experimental details were very similar to those used in the Ge(lll)

structural disordering phase transition study which are described fully in chapter 4. It

suffices to swnmarize the Si(111) results and their interpretation here. The measured three

dimensional intensity distribution I(k) in the electron wave vector It, with angles of

emission 9 and cI», was converted to a normalized X(k). Figure 1.5 shows several

experimental and calculated X(lt) plots as projected down onto the kx-ky plane. (kz is

along the surface normal.) The raw experimental data with several low-index directions

labeled shown in Fig. 1.5(a) can becompared to the corresponding theoretical simulation

using a curved-wave single scattering cluster approach shown in Fig 1.5(c). The theory

curves overestimate certain low-index forward scattering features, especially with the

<110> directions, both in terms of intensity and angular width; otherwise, however, theory

is found to yield a very good description of the remaining diffraction features. Figures

1.5(b) and 1.5(d) were obtained by multiplying Figs. 1.5(a) and 1.5(c), respectively, by a

5



Gaussian function of the form [l-exp(-o.691B2/yZ)], where ais the angular deviation of k

from a given low-index forward scattering axis and y is a variable half-width at half

maximum intensity (HWHM), empirically chosen here as 7.5° for all directions. This

Gaussian multiplier is used to reduce non-ideal forward scattering effects that are known to

cause aberrations in holographic images [14]. After a holographic inversion of the four

X(lt)'s in Fig. 1.5, the Ff images obtainedin the z=3.13 A plane for which both Si emitter

types are expected to yield strong features are shown in Fig. 1.6. The distances from the

center of each of the images in Fig. 1.6 to one of the peaks labeled "a" are 4.83, 4.26,

4.56, and 4.57 Afor Fig. 1.6(a), 1.6(b), 1.6(c), and 1.6(d), respectively. These values

are in good agreement with the distanceof 4.42 Ain the known bulk lattice. However, an

examination of the Ff imagesat different z planes revealed that features associated with

scatterers in the first double layerabove that of a given emitter are signifIcantly elongated

along bo~d directions. Nonetheless, this study has shown for the first time that an

approximate holographic imaging of the rather complex diamond structure of Si with two

emitter types is possible, and we will apply this methodology in Chapter 4 to the study of

the Ge surface phase transition.

Finally, the fourth study is a straightforward application of XPD to determining the

surface polarity ofHgl-xCdxTe(lII). Due to the lack of a center of symmetry in the zinc

blende structure, the Hgl-xCdxTe(lll) surface can exist as a cationic (type A) or an

anionic (type B) surface. Full 360° azimuthal patterns for each of the Hg 4f7/2, Cd 3d5/2,

and Te 3d5/2 photoelectronpeaks wereobtained at each of the polar angles 9=19°, 35°, and

55°. Figure 1.7 shows three of these azimuthal patterns for the case of 9=19° along with

single scattering cluster (SSC)calculations for the two types of surface polarity. Overall

anisotropy, defined as (lmax-Imin)lImax, is also given for each curve. A comparison of

the results from sse calculations to the experimental data, using R factors as a quantitative

6



measure of the goodness of fit, led to an unambiguous assignment of the cationic

termination to the sample used in the study and also provided means by which the different

lattice sites of Cd, Hg, and Te could be clearly distinguished.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the three

experimental systems that were used to perform the measurements are discussed. In

Chapter 3, theoretical considerations, beginning with the SSC approximation at the plane

wave limit and extending to the full multiple scattering level with the inclusion of both

inelastic scattering and vibrational effects, are examined. Chapter 4 covers various aspects

of structural disordering as seen through a combined XPD and PH study of a Ge(lll)

high-temperature surface phase transition. Chapter 5 deals with various aspects of

magnetic disordering as seen through a SPPD study on MnO and preliminary results with

possible future applications to Fe and Gd. Finally, Chapter 6 gives the author's general

impression and concluding remarks concerning the utility of XPD and its variants, PH and

SPPD, as well as suggests future directions and possible extensions of the work presented

in this dissertation.
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Fig. 1.1 The two basic modes of photoelectron diffraction are scanned-angle PD and

scanned-energy PD. In the scanned-angle mode, the polar, e, and azimuthal, 4>, emission

angles can be varied. In the scanned-energy mode (also known as angle-resolved

photoemission fine structure or ARPEFS), the emission direction is kept fixed while the

photon energy is changed. This mode thus requires synchrotron radiation.
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Fig. 1.2 X-ray photoelectron valence-band spectra at 295 K and 803 K from the

W(l10) surface at a polar angle of 8=45° takenover the azimuthal rangeof <1>=0°_90° in 1.8°

steps.
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Fig. 1.3 X-ray photoelectron spectra showing elastic and inelastic peaks in W 4f

emission from W(llO) and Ge 3d emission from Ge(111).
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AZIMUTHAL ANGLE

Azimuthal scans of the elastic intensity and its associated plasmon loss

intensity, together with the normalized ratio of the plasmon loss intensity to the elastic

intensity for W 4f and Ge 3d, both at the polar angle of 6=55°.
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Fig. 1.5

'cl Xlk.. k.,l.SS F\JU..:

Projection of the X(lC) hologram for Si 2p emission from 5i(l11) at 1388 eV

onto the kx-ky plane; hologram opening angle a=172°. (a) Experiment, with several low

index directions labeled. (b) Experiment, with Gaussian removal of forward scattering

intensities along low-index directions marked in (a). (c) As (a), but for full scattering

strength single scattering (55) theory. (d) As (b), but for full scattering strength 55.
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468

Fig. 1.6 Fourier transform contour plots of the X(k) data in Fig. 1.5 in the horizontal

z=3.13 A plane. (a) Experiment. (b) Experiment, with Gaussian removal of forward

scattering intensities along low-index directions. (c) As (a), but for full scattering strength

SS. (d) As (b), but for full scattering strength 55.
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Fig. 1.7 Comparison between experimental scans taken at 8=19° and single scattering

(SS) theoretical curves obtained for both the A (cationic) and B (anionic) surface

terminations of a Hgl-xCdxTe(lll) sample. The overall anisotropy as judged from (1max

Imin)/Imax in % is also indicated for each curve. R factor values are also included to

indicate the goodness of fit. It is typical in such analyses for theory to predict a

significantly higher anisotropy than is observed, with reasons being the presence of surface

disorder, the presence of an amorphous layer of surface impurities, and/or multiple

scattering effects such as defocussing along low-index directions.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

The initial experimental work on the Ge(lII) high-temperature surface phase

transition was performed on a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 5950A x-ray photoelectron

spectrometer located at the University of Hawaii. This spectrometer is equipped with a

monochromatized Al Ka radiation source (hv=I486.6 eV), a full hemispherical

electrostatic analyzer, a multichannel detector based on a chevron channel-plate multiplier

with a Surface Science Laboratories Model 239 resistive-strip anode for multichannel

position sensing, and a custom-designed manipulator. This manipulator is equipped with a

two-axis goniometer allowing automated rotation of both the polar (8) and azimuthal (4))

angles of emission, and also serves as the sample transfer mechanism between the

preparation chamber and the main analysis chamber. This spectrometer and its custom

modifications are discussed in detail elsewhere [1]. The preparation chamber includes low

energy electron diffraction (LEED), in situ sample cleaning by ion sputtering, and sample

temperature measuring capabilities. Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, typically in the

10-10 torr range for the preparation chamber and 10-11 torr range for the main x-ray

photoelectron (XPS) chamber, were maintained with ion and titanium sublimation pumps.

Additional details on the cleaning and preparation of specific surfaces for study appear in

later chapters. The first phase of our study of the Ge(lII) surface phase transition was

performed on this HP system, and it was these data that first showed we could reliably

observe the transition using photoelectron diffraction. However, the monochromatized

source on this spectrometer leads to intensities that are about 4.3x lower than in a second

Vacuum Generators (VG) ESCALAB5 spectrometer system to be described below. Thus,

the project was shifted for its completion to the second system, and it is these data that are
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reported exclusively in Chapter 4. For reference, Fig. 2.1 gives an example of data on the

Ge(l11) phase transition as obtained from the HP spectrometer [2], and this can be

compared directly to similar data in Fig. 2.2 and chapter 4, as obtained from the VG

spectrometer. The more accurate measurements in Fig. 2.2 show the transition shifted to

higher temperatures by -150 K; the reason for this discrepancy is most likely due to the

less accurate temperature measurements taken in the preparation chamber followed by the

transfer of the sample to the main analysis chamber of the HP system compared to the set

up on the VO which allows simultaneous temperature measurements and data acquisition.

All experimental data in chapter 4 were acquired with the VG ESCALAB5

spectrometer (also at the University of Hawaii). Most aspects of the VG spectrometer such

as the specimen manipulator, the x-ray source, the detector, and the analyzer are similar to

those found in the HP spectrometer. It is also equipped with a Surface Science

Laboratories Model 3390 multichannel detector [3]. However, the radiation source here is

a standard (i.e. non-monochromatized) AI Ka x-ray tube (again at hv=1486.6'eV) that is

much more intense than that in the HP system. In addition to titanium sublimation pumps,

an oil-diffusion pump is used to maintain UHV conditions. An important difference is the

higher angular resolution capability afforded by a set of fixed length-to-diameter tube arrays

mounted on a rotatable plate which allows several different angular acceptance cones to be

brought into use [4]. The possible configurations are tube array assemblies of±1.5° and

±3.0° angular acceptance and open apertures of ±3.0° and ±6.0°. As a comparison, the

highest angular resolution data, taken with the ±1.5° angular acceptance, necessitate a 56x

reduction in intensity compared to ±6.00 operation and lead to a corresponding increase in

data acquisition time. Nonetheless, juxtaposing the results in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, results

measured with the HP and VG spectrometers, respectively, it is clear that the VG

spectrometer provides significantly higher intensity and therefore yields data with less
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scatter than the HP for comparable data collecting time. However, except for the shift in

temperature, the two curves are fully in agreement as to the overall shape of the intensity

loss occurring through the transition.

Finally, the results discussed in chapter 5, on spin-polarized photoelectron diffraction

(SPPD) studies of MnO and Fe were obtained with an angle resolved 1270 cylindrical

electron analyzer with an angular resolution of 10 or better and with radiation from a 150

toroidal grating monochromator at the SA73 beamline of the Super-ACO storage ring at

LURE, Orsay, France [5]. This system also was equipped with LEED and Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) allowing the verification of specimen surface quality. This work thus

involved tuneable-energy synchrotron radiation as the excitation source. These

experiments were carried out in two separate runs that required the author's travel to

France, the preparation of special samples and their mounting in the spectrometer system

there, and the carrying out of measurements on the synchrotron radiation beamline. These

runs were both of about two weeks duration, and in both cases, unexpected and

unavoidable problems with the electron storage ring and/or the quality of the sample

surfaces significantly reduced the amount of useful data acquisition time. Thus, what is

reported in Chapter 5 cannot be considered as a completed study, but rather a significant

step toward the planning of the next phases of this research to be carried on by others.

Photon energies ranging from 150 eV to 190 eV were used in different portions of the

experiment. Preliminary SPPD data on Gd, on the other hand, were measured with the VG

spectrometer described above.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Methods

In photoelectron diffraction (PD) the interference and scattering effects of

photoelectrons emitted from core levels produce modulations in the photocurrent when

either the emission angle or kinetic energy of the photoelectron is varied above a single

crystal surface. In order to quantitatively analyze the experimental data obtained in PD

experiments, computer simulations are performed. A number of different approximations

can be made in these simulations and cluster-based techniques have proven to be very

useful [1,2]. It has been found that at higher kinetic energies (Ekin > 500 eV) single

scattering cluster (SSe) calculations very well describe the experimental data, but in certain

cases, such as along low-index directions and/or at lower Ekin, multiple scattering (MS)

effects need to be considered [2]. In this chapter, we will discuss two different methods,

the first, a plane wave approximation which includes only single scattering (SS), and the

second, a spherical wave scattering matrix formalism of Rehr and Albers [3] which can be

easily applied to both single and multiple scattering limits.

The first step is to model the experimental intensity of the interference structure

between the emitted electron waves, which can be described by the following equation,

(3.1)

where I(k) is the measured intensity of the photocurrent, <t»oot) is the final state wave for

the photoelectron without scattering (often called the direct wave), <t»j<"k) is the final state

wave for the photoelectron after scattering with the jth atom (often called the scattered

wave), and k is the wave vector of the photoelectron so that the direction of the
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photoelectron from the emitter towards the detector is ~=lVlltl. The cjl/iC)'s can have

contributions from both single and multiple scattering events, where j is the scatterer index

in a SS picture and the path index ifMS is included. The oscillations in PD can then result

from the interference between the direct wave epo(k) and the scattered waves epj(k), as well

as a weaker interference of the scattered waves with one another. In Fig. 3.1 the

interference pattern for the simplest two-atom case, including only the emitter and one

scatterer, is illustrated. The modulations in intensity aredirectly related to the orientation of

the bond between emitter and scatterer (forward or oth order peak) or to the distance

between the emitter and the scatterer (lst, 2nd, 3rd,... order peaks). Structural parameters

such as bond distances and bond angles come into the oscillations as phase shifts due to

path length differences between the various waves. These quantities and extra phase shifts

due to electron-atom scattering must be included in Eq. 3.1 to adequately describe

experimental PD data.

For simplicity, the sse approximation at the plane wave limit (the first model used to

describe such data in Refs. 1 and 2) will be the first method presented. In this model, the

scattered wave can be written as cjlj(k) = fj(6j) exp(i~) with the complex electron-atom

plane wave scattering factor fj(6j), with magnitude Ifj(6j)1 and phase 'Pj(6j), being

calculated from,

Imax .
fj(6j) = (2ik)-1 /~ (2/+1) (exp{2i<i}I-I) p/(cos(6j», (3.2)

where / is the angular momentum of each partial wave, ~ is the phase shift of the Jth partial

wave for the jth scatterer, p/ is the Legendre polynomial of order l, and 6j is the scattering

angle. The limit on the sum is /max=kRMT with RMT being the effective or muffin-tin

radius of the scattering potential. In Fig. 3.2 the amplitudes of some plane wave scattering
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factors are illustrated for a number ofdifferent energies [4]. At higher Ekin' it is important

to note that the maximum in intensity occurs when ej=O° which is often referred to as the

forward scattering direction. In Fig. 3.3 the scattering phase shifts are illustrated for the

same set of energies as for Fig. 3.2. For higher energies, the values of 'Pj(ej) are found to

be near zero in the forward direction (the case illustrated in Fig. 3.1), but they can become

quite large upon increasing ej- When Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 are combined, and when it is

further assumed that the initial state of the photoelectron before scattering is a p-wave, the

fmal expression is [2,4,5],

I(k) ee I~.~ exp{-LoflAe}

If·(e·)1 1
2

+ ~~.~j~Wj exp{-Ljl2Ae} exp{ -ikRj(l-eOSej) + 'Pj(ej)} ,
J J

(3.3)

where ~ is the direction of the radiation polarization vector, La is the distance from the

emitter to the surface, Aeis the inelastic mean free path of the electron in the solid, Rj is the

vector pointing from the emitter to the jth scattering atom and Rj is its magnitude,

ft.j=RjIRjo Wj is the Debye-Waller factor, Lj is the total path length from the emitter to the

scatterer to the surface, and k is the magnitude of the photoelectron wave vector.

The various elements of this model can be described as follows. The direct wave

going to the detector is proportional to ~.~, and the scattered wave amplitude is

proportional to ~.ft.j 1~(ej)IIRj- Both waves are attenuated by an inelastic loss exponential

depending upon the distances Lo and Lj over which the electrons travel through the sample,

as appropriate to the direct and scattered waves respectively. The quantity Rj(l-cosej) is

the path length difference between the direct wave and the jth scattered wave, and kRj(l

COSej) in Eq. 3.3 thus represents the geometric phase shift associated with scattering. This
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arises due to the different distances traveled by c!lo(k) and 4>j(k). Thus the total differences

between the phases of the direct and scattered waves are kRj(l-cos8j) + 'l'j(8j). The

Debye-Waller factor allows in an approximate way for the attenuation of the diffraction

effects due to atomic vibrationalmotion and the resultant averaging over phases.

Although the plane wave sse formalism has a simple interpretation, significant

deviations can exist when compared to more accurate spherical wave sse calculations.

The largest difference is an overestimation of the forward scattering strength at the plane

wave limit [6]. Thus in the following paragraphs, the scattering matrix formalism of Rehr

and Albers will be described. For this formalism the photocurrent in the absence of

inelastic and vibrational effects can be written as,

(3.4)

where I(k) is the intensity at the detector with wave vector It, the core photoelectric cross

section for emission'from a given sublevel ni1imi is given by : (k), Gb~~L is the exact

scattering Green's function for an N-fold scattering path (for single scattering N=2) from

the emitter at Ito via scatterers at R 1> R2"'" to RN' to the detector at 00, L=(l,m) is the

angular momentum of the electron for a given final state, and mL,c(~) and o~ are the

amplitude and phase of the core-to-continuum matrix element

For single scattering Eq. 3.4 can be expanded to,

(3.5)

where the emitter is at the ongin, GWL(kR co ) is the direct wave term, and

G~~,L(kRj,kR.oo)is the scattered wave term which is summed over all single scattering
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paths. To funher apply this formalism to PO, the z-axis is first taken for simplicity to be

along the direction of the light polarization, and a given bond direction (corresponding to

P=kRj> a "bond vector", in units of 21t) is then rotated onto the z-axis to further simplify

the calculation. In part, this only allows transitions satisfying mi=mf. The direct wave can

then be written as,

(3.6)

where Poo=lkRool, Y1rmi(8k,epk) is a spherical harmonic, and (8k,epk) are the angles of it

measured with respect to ~ as the z axis. Likewise, the single scattering term can be written

as,

(3.7)

-. ;:t it ~ ,it -. -. . I f
where now Poo=k(Koo·Kj), Pj=KKj, GOO,Lj(Poo) and GLj,L(Pj) are matnx e ements 0

the free-electron propagator in both angular momentum and site basis, and t~xp{is I}sinOl

is a diagonal element of the t-matrix for scattering and Sl refers to the conventional

scattering phase shifts (as used in the plane-wave approximation of Eq. 3.2).

The resulting matrix elements can then be expanded to,

~ . Th0 ~-1 [[O,/tJ.1'I]_0 Ij ]
GOO,L/Poo) = [exp{lpoo l/Pool J.1' 0J.1,(..,00) v'=O 'YJ.1'v,(Poo) 'YJ.1'v,(Poo)

x[R~'m/~.J]
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and,

I' [O,/r"I] I- I
GLj.L(Pj) = [exp{ipj}/Pj] ~R~j~,,(~jl) [ v"=O :Y~"v,,(Pj) 'Y:"v,,(Pj)]

x [R~"mi(~j)] (3.9)

where R
/j

I • (~~ and R
/f

" . cPj) are the rotation matrices which rotate the unit vector ~
~mJ 0 _f' m] I' _

onto the z axis, R
O

,(~ ) and R J " (~J' 1) are the inverse rotation matrices which rotate
~ 00 mj~

the unit vector ~ into a new direction, and only terms which satisfy the conditions

1~11<I,O<lv'I</,I~'+v'I<1are included (likewise, u" and v" can be substituted into these

conditions).

The separable approximation to a z-axis propagator can be written as,

I ~+v

'Y (p) = (-1)~ N/J..L e{J..L+v)(z)_z_
pv I (J..L+v)!

and

vI' (p) = (2Z+1) e(v)(z) z
uv I (NZJ..Lv!)

(3.10)

(3.11)

where NZJ.! = [(2/+ 1)(/-J..L)!/(Z+J.!)!]1/2, eZ(z) is the polynomial portion of the spherical

() CJvel
Hankel function, and e/

v (z)---
CJzv

Finally, the total single scattering intensity for emission into a single final state can be

written as,
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[ (1) • ~ (2). ~ ~ JI 2
x GOO,L(KKoo) + GOO,L(KKj,kKoo) (3.12)

From Ref. 7, the Gaunt coefficients, <lf1llillOllimp, needed in our calculation when ~ is

rotated to be parallel to ~ are:

where A is a product of two 3j symbols:

A = (If 1 Ii) (If 1 Ii)
-mOm 000

(3.13)

(3.14)

To calculate this product, we define I> == max(lf,li) and 1< == min(lf,li)' and use the

properties of the 3j symbols [8], to show that

(3.15)

where Ilf-hl=l, or finally,

(3.16)

Photoemission for an initial state (h) can occur into two separate but interfering final

channels (li±I), where the final amplitudes with correct relative phases are summed over

the various possible mi excitations. The final intensity expression can then be expanded to:
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M

x [(41t)112 YZfIlli(9,cjl) +j~i [exp{ipj(l-cos9j l/Pj]

2
x ft. FOO,A"(Poo,Pj) W~~:~t1 (pj)]1

where

and

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

Likewise, the full multiple scattering intensity with the effects of both inelastic scattering

and vibrational effects can bewritten in a similarfonn as Eq. 3.17:

+~ [exp{iPj1(l-cos9j1 }/Pjt] exp{-IRjtSI/2"-e) exp{ -IRjt l/2Ae } WjtO
J1
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Nmax N ,

~ ~ [II [exp{ipJ'kJ'k 1(l-cose., )}/PJ'kJ'k 1] exp(-IRJ'NSI/2Ae}
N=2 {Jll k=l - JkJk-l -

(3.20)

where Ros is the vector from theemitter to the surface in the directionof it, Rjk.ik-l = Rjk

- Rjk_l = Pjkik-llk, RjNS is thevectorfrom atom jN to the surface in thedirection of It,
and the inelastic attenuation length of the photoelectron Ae is includedas an exponential

decay factor exp{-L/2"-e}. Vibrations at the surface can be included by a Debye-Waller

factor Wj 10 wherethese values depend upon the atom and the distances between them and

are defined in more detail elsewhere [9],

Most prior PD analyses have followed one or a combination of the following

assumptions: initial andfinal angular momenta of Ii=<> and lFI (i.e., s-level emission in

the dipole approximation), or theplane waveapproximation for scattering, or theneglect of

l;t:l interchannel interference foremission from non-s levels, Friedman et al. have for the

first time applied the Rehr andAlbers formalism described above to simulate experimental

PD patterns with none ofthose simplifying assumptions [10], In addition, Kaduwela et al.

have shown that the theory caneasily be extendedto the multiple scattering regime [11],
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In fact, Kaduwela et ale have performed MS on chains of Ge atoms and have

observed an increase in MS effects, including a suppression of forward scattering intensity,

as the number of atoms in the chain is increased [9]. Such intensity reductions, termed

"defocussing", were first discussed by Tong et ale [12]. Figure 3.4 shows SS and MS

calculations of Ge 3d photoelectron diffraction at 1457.0 eV from a linear Ge chain with the

emitter at,one end of the chain. The direction of the chain at 8= 19° corresponds to one of

the forward scattering directions along which the structural surface disordering study to be

discussed in Chapter 4 was performed. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4, the SS peak along the

forward direction has contributions from more than ten (111) monolayers, whereas the MS

peak comes from about the top eight monolayers. Both defocussing intensity reduction and

peak narrowing are observed as chain length increases. Figure 3.5 illustrates an interesting

"saw tooth" effect in total forward scattering intensity as the chain length is increased (in

both SS and MS curves). This is due to the alternating short-long-short-long nature of the

interatomic separations between atoms along the chain. The enhanced intensity for even

numbered chains is due to the presence of a strong forward-focussing nearest-neighbor

scatterer very close to the emitter.

Because the nature of the electron escape from Ge(111) will be an important

ingredient in the analysis ofour data for the phase transition in the next chapter and because

MS defocussing along the chain axis is expected, additional MS calculations have been

performed on chains of up to ten Ge atoms as shown in Fig. 3.6 to determine how quickly

intensity converges with depth. The two chain configurations are both along forward

scattering directions of 8=19° and 55°, with the former having atoms separated by

alternating short-long-short-long-... distances of 2.45 A-7.35 A-... and the latter having

atoms separated by the same interatomic distance of 4.00 A. Figure 3.7 shows four panels

of results from these Ge 3p MS chain calculations for the case where only a single emitter
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is considered as well as the case where the intensity is summed over all emitters for a given

chain length. At 9=19°, convergence of the total intensity is obtained for about n=6, or

three Ge(lll) double layers, whereas at 9=55°, this occurs at n=9, or nine double layers.

Finally, the last ingredients for the theoretical methods used specifically for the

surface disordering study to be presented in this dissertation are the actual input parameters

and the treattnent of vibrational effects of the surface layer versus that of the bulk. The

input file for SS calculations is shown in Table 3.1 with the parameters defined. The

output, coordinate and phase shift file names as well as the the emission angles 9 and <p are

self-explanatory. Other parameters are Debye vector=1.377 A, Debye temperature=374 K,

experimental temperature ranges from 300 to 1200 K, mass for correlated

vibration=12.051, initial-state angular momentum (li)=l for p-emission, order=2, kinetic

energy for Ge 3p=1362.8 eV, inner potential (Vo)=10 eV, inelastic mean free path

("-e)=25.0A, back-scattering radius=3.3 A(so as to include about one double layer below

each emitter), angular broadeninged.O", angle between the photon incidence and electron

detection is 48°, radial matrix elements Rme(li-1) and Rme(li+1) are 0.0038 and 0.0110

respectively, and finally, the phase shifts, aC(li-1) and aC(li+1), of the radial parts of the

photoelectron wave functions are 5.294 and 2.529 respectively. A hemispherical 354-atom

cluster of 14 Ain both radius and depth (which includes 10 Ge (111) monolayers) was

used. The muffm-tin potentials and partial-wave phase shifts were generated with the

MUFPOT program by J. Pendry. Table 3.2 shows a modification of the "params"

subroutine in the sse code which allows the surface atoms to have a larger vibrational

effect compared to those in the bulk. Specifically, the mean-squared amplitude of atoms in

the top 5 Aof the surface was made to be twice as large as that of atoms found deeper in

the bulk.
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Table3.1 A sample input file for a sse calculation

ge3p300.out
1.377
374
300
12.051
1 2
25.0 3.3
1362.8 10
19 30 120 2
3.0
48
0.0038 5.294
0.0110 2.529
gecoord.354
ge3p.pha

! Output filename
! Debye vector (Angstroms"1)
! Debye temperature (K.)
! Experimental temperature (K)
! Mass for correlated vibration
! Ii, order
! "e, back-scan radius (Angstroms)
! KE-outside (eV), v»
! a, ep initial, ep range, ep step
! Angular broadening (degrees)
! angle between hv andk (degrees)
! Rme(li-1), aC(/i-1)
! Rme(li+1), aC(/i+1)
! Coordinate filename
! Phase shift filename
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Table 3.2 Treatment of vibrational effects at thesurface and in the bulk

C Getvibration amplitudes sig2. This pan will have to be customized if
C doing anything fancy. Remember, in uncorrelated limit,sig2 -» 2*<uj2>.
C-----·-·-····---····------··---------------------------------.----------------------------

do 80iemitr = 1, nEmitr
do90jatom = 1,natoms
rj2=O
do405 ixyz = 1,3

405 rj2=rj2 +(xiAtomGatom,ixyz)-xiAtom(indxEm(iemitr),ixyz»**2
rj = sqn(rj2)
iattyp = atmtypGatom)
iemtyp =atmtyplindxfimfiemitr)
if (jatom.ne.indxlimfiemitr) then

sig2Gatom,iemitr)=sigatm(rj,qd,tdeb,texp,amass)
endif

90 continue
80 continue

C Getvibration amplitudes sig2. This pan will have to be customized if
C doing anything fancy. Remember, in uncorrelated limit,sig2-» 2*<uj2>.
C------------··----·--------·--------------------------------------------------------------

do 80iemitr = 1,nEmitr
do90jatom = 1,natoms
rj2=O
do405ixyz == 1,3

405 rj2=rj2 +(xiAtomGatom,ixyz)-xiAtom(indxEm(iemitr),ixyz»**2
rj = sqn(rj2)
iattyp = atmtypljatom)
iemtyp = abntyp(indxEm(iemitr»
if (jatom.ne.indxlimtiemitr) then
if (xiatomGatom,3).ge.-5J)() then
vibamp= 2.0

else
vibamp = 1.0

endif
sig2Gatom,iemitr)=vibamp*sigatm(rj,qd,tdeb,texp,amass)

endif
90 continue
80 continue
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Fig. 3.1 illustration of the origin of the diffraction features expected as a result of

emission from a 2-atom chain, with the Othorder (forward scattering) peak and the higher

order peaks labeled. The scattering phase shift is, for simplicity, assumed to be zero.
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enhanced forward peaking as energy increases and the concomitant decrease in the

importanceof any backscattering.
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forward scattering directions at 8=19° and 55°.
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from the chain converges being indicated as "-conv.".
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Chapter 4

Structural Disordering:

Photoelectron Diffraction and Photoelectron Holography Study

of A Ge(lll) High-Temperature Surface Phase Transition

4. 1 A Preliminary Examination

Evidence for a reversible high-temperature surface phase transition on Ge(lll) has

been found previously by McRae et ale [1,2] using low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)

and by Denier van der Gon et ale [3] using medium-energy ion scattering (MEIS). This

transition occurs near 1060 K or about 150 K below the bulk melting point. From the

LEED data, it has been proposed that this is not a surface melting or surface roughening

transition, but rather a disordering transition in which small laterally-strained domains with

a depth of one double layer (two Ge(lll) monolayers) are produced [1,2]. However,

beyond the suggestion based upon molecular mechanics modeling that there is a loss of

registry between such strained domains and deeper layers [1,2], no precise structural

conclusions have been possible concerning the type of disorder involved. From the MEIS

data, it has been proposed that an "incomplete melting" occurs, with the formation of a thin

and uniform film of positionally disordered atoms on the Ge surface [3]. The depth of

disordering has been observed to remain constant up to temperatures within 25 K of the

melting point and estimated to be from 1 to 1.5Ge(lll) monolayers.

We have studied this system with x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) [4], a

surface structure probe that is primarily sensitive to short-range order in the first 3-5 shells

of neighbors around each emitter [5] and thus of comparable range to MEIS, but much

shorter in range than LEED. We have examined the Ge 3p photoelectron intensity from

Ge(lll) as a function of both the polar and azimuthal angles of emission and temperature.
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We also report results for this system obtained using a new variant of XPD, photoelectron

holography [6-10], in which approximate direct imaging of atomic positions is achieved by

a two-dimensional Fourier Transform (F1j of large scale data sets of intensity as a function

of polar and azimuthal angles.

The XPD measurements were performed on a Vacuum Generators ESCALAB5

spectrometer modified for automated angle scanning [11]; Al Ka radiation was used for

excitation. Heating was done by a resistive button heater and temperatures were measured

with an infrared pyrometer calibrated both by thermocouple and by passing through the

melting point of Ge. The sample was a mirror-polished Ge wafer (n-type, Sb doped, 5-30

.a-em) oriented to within ±1.00 of (111). Surface cleaning involved sputtering (10-5 torr

Ar", 800 eV, 850 K, 45° off normal incidence, 20 min.) and annealing (970 K, 30 min.).

This treatment was found to give a sharp c(2x8) LEED pattern at ambient temperature,

although the c(2x8) reconstruction is known to disappear at 573 K or well below the

transition we are studying [1]. Surface cleanliness was monitored by XPS core-level

peaks, and no detectable contaminant peaks were found before or after a full series of

diffraction or holographic data.

In the diffraction experiments, the azimuthal dependence of Ge 3p core-level

intensities (kinetic energy=1365 eV) was studied as a function of temperature from 300 to

1200 K. Azimuthal scans were performed at two polar angles of emission relative to the

surface of 8=19° and 55°; the scattering geometry is shown in Fig. 4.1.1(a) and some of

the diffraction curves are shown in Figs. 4.1.1(b) and 4.1.1 (c). In the holographic

experiments, full intensity profiles for Ge 3p were measured at 300, 970, and 1130 K.

These profilesconsisted of azimuthal scans with 1.8° steps over 80° in 4>, which were then

symmetry-reflected to give the full 360° in azimuth; the polar angle 8 was varied from

grazing emission at 6=100 up to the normal at 8=90° in 1.8° steps.
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The XPD results in Figs. 4.1.1(b) and4.1.1(c) represent azimuthal scans taken at (b)

300,800, and 1110 K and at (c) 300,840, and 1130 K, and at both (b) a surface-sensitive

polar angle of 19° containing nearest-neighbor scattering directions and (c) a more bulk

sensitive polar angle of 55° containing next-nearest-neighbor scattering directions [cf. Fig.

4.1.1(a)]. As temperature is increased, the diffraction peaks are damped, although they do

not significantly change their fine structure. More specifically, comparing azimuthal scans

in Fig. 4.1.1(b) taken at 800 and 1110 K (that is, just below and just above the expected

transition point) the two main peaks at cI»=00 (along the [112] azimuth) and 60° (along the

[121] azimuth) are found to be much reduced in both absolute and relative intensities. The

fine structure between these two peaks, -from about cI»=14° to 52°, also is reduced in

intensity, with only slight changes in its form. The absolute intensity of the peak along the

[112] azimuth decreases by -40% from 800 to 1110 K. Furthermore, the overall

anisotropy, which we measure as (Imax - Imin)/lmax = MlImax, decreases significantly

from 0.36 to 0.29, or by 19% over the same interval. In Fig. 4.1.1(c), analogous results

are plotted for emission at 9=55°, and they lead to similar conclusions; the entire diffraction

pattern is suppressed by -30% in crossing the transition, with little change in fine structure.

The overall anisotropy here decreases from 0.27 for the scan taken at 840 K to 0.24 for that

taken at 1130 K, or by 11%.

In Fig. 4.1.2, we show more detailed intensity and background measurements as a

function of temperature. The top panel in Fig. 4.1.2(a) shows the absolute background

intensity under the [112] forward scattering peak at 9=19° corresponding to nearest

neighbor scattering [cf. Fig. 4.1.1(b)] and the bottom panel shows the absolute [112] peak

height, both plotted as a function of temperature. In Fig. 4.1.2(b), analogous results are

plotted for emission at 9=55°. The points here were obtained with both increasing and

decreasing temperature, and the form of the curve was found to be identical in both cases.
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It is thus clear that an abrupt and reversible drop of 43% in the diffraction intensity for

8=19° occurs over the interval9QO-l200 K. A similar drop of31% is seen for 8=55°. By

contrast, the background intensities at both 9 values exhibit only very small, and probably

statistically not significant, deviations from constancy.

The drops in peak intensity at 1060 K cannot be explained by simple thermal

vibrations, Debye-Waller (D-W) effects are expected to yield a smooth and linear

temperature dependence in the intensity of the forward scattering peak, unlike the step-like

transition observed. Model calculations of such a D-W attenuation in a simple single

scattering cluster (SSe) approximation [12] are shown as the solid straight lines in Fig.

4.1.2. Thus, although such simple D-W calculations are known to underestimate the

attenuation of the forward scattering peak height with temperature (an observation made

previously in the analysis ofXPD data from Cu(OOI)of Ref. 13), they at least qualitatively

explain the experimental behavior below 900 K. However, the transition itself must be due

to a larger-scale motion of the surface atoms, as proposed previously [1,2].

We now ask what a holographic analysis ofour data can add to this description of the

phase transition. Our experimental data have been first analyzed according to a procedure

previously described by Barton [7]: the three-dimensional intensity distribution I(It) in the

electron wave vector It with angles of emission 9 and 41 is converted to a normalized X(It),

where x(U)=[I(k)-!o(1t):IIIo(U)1/2. with the unscattered intensity lo(k) needed for

normalization being obtained from polar-scan data for a heavily ion-bombarded surface in

which no diffraction features were seen; this X(U) is then projected onto the kx-ky plane

with the average value of X(k) set to zero, and, after multiplication by a phase factor

exp[ikzz] is Fourier transformed in kx and ky to yield what ideally is a cross section of the

image in a plane at a distance z along [111] relative to a given emitter. Each intensity

distribution or hologram occupies a cone centered along the z=[l11] axis, with a full angle
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given by a=I60°. In Figs. 4.1.3(a) and 4.1.3(b), we show the experimental X(lC) data for

Ge(ll1) taken at temperatures of 970 and 1130 K, respectively (that is, just below and just

above the disordering transition). Several low-index forward scattering directions with the

most dense rows of scattering atoms along them are labeled in 4.1.3(a). Similar X(k) data

were also measured at 300 K, but these are not shown due to length limitations; they were

found to be very close to the results at 970 and 1130 K as to features and fme structure, as

expected from Figs. 4.1.1(b) and 4.1.1(c).

Following a method suggested by Thevuthasan et al. [9] which has been shown to

yield better subsequent Fl' image quality, we have multiplied the experimental X(lC) by a

Gaussian function of the form [l-exp(-o.69182/y2)], where 0 is the angular deviation oflC

from a given low-index forward scattering axis and 'Y is a variable half-width at half

maximum intensity (HWHM). This function was applied to reduce the value of X(lC) along

the highest-density <111>, <010>, <110>, and [111] directions, with an HWHM of 7.5°

for all directions. This procedure reduces non-ideal scattering anisotropy dueto forward

scattering [9]. Figures. 4.1.3(c) and 4.1.3(d) show normalized images obtained after

holographic inversion of the experimental data at 970 and 1130 K with Gaussian

multiplication. The plane of these images at z=3.27Acontains 6 nearest-neighbor atoms in

the first double layer above a given emitter of either type 1 or type 2 in Fig. 4.1.1(a); the

positions of these neighbors are labeled Ita" and "bit. The relative intensity of the Ita" peaks

in these images are 1.0,0.63, and 0.37 for 300,970, and 1130 K, respectively, although

the Fl' at 300 K is not shown. Once normalized, however, all the features observed at the

three different temperatures become essentially identical, in particular for the two highest

temperatures. These holographic near-neighbor images above and below the transition

temperature thus indicate an identical near-neighbor structure for all atoms present in

ordered sites.
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Our data thus overall indicate no significant perturbation of the diffraction patterns

(and thus also the near-neighbor geometries) associated with Ge atoms in ordered sites

upon passing through the transition. The drops in diffraction peak intensities seen in Fig.

4.1.2 can, in addition, be explained by simple inelastic attenuation in a fully disordered,

liquid-like overlayer. And the constancy of the backgrounds in Fig. 4.1.2 is consistent

with no loss ofdiffuse intensity as the overlayer disorders, since the contribution to diffuse

intensity from a given scattering atom should be very nearly the same whether it is in a

lattice site or in a disordered configuration.

We can finally estimate the thickness of the disordered overlayer from the inelastic

attenuation it produces on a diffraction peak intensity, I, upon passing through the

transition: I(above)/I(below) = exp[-d/(Aesin9)], where d is the overlayer thickness, Ae is

the inelastic attenuation length, and 9 is the takeoff angle as defined previously. With

values I(above)/I(below) of approximately 0.57 for 9=19° and 0.69 for 55° (cf. Fig.

4.1.2), and Ae of 25 A [14], this yields d=4.5 Aor 1.4 double layers for 9=19° and d=7.6

Aor 2.3 double layers for 9=55°. These numbers are thus in qualitative agreement with,

but significantly larger than, the approximately 1.0 double layers derived from LEED [1,2]

and the 0.5-0.75 double layers derived from MEIS [3].
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Fig. 4.1.1 (a) An unreconstructed Ge(lll) surface showing nearest-neighbor and

second-nearest-neighbor scattering directions at takeoff angles of 6=19° and 6=55° with

respect to the surface; $=00 ([112] azimuth) for both of these directions. (b) Temperature

dependent azimuthal XPD data for Ge 3p emission from Ge(lll) at 1365 eV and a low

takeoff angle of 6=19°. (c) As (b), but for a takeoff angle of 6=55°.
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Fig. 4.1.2 (a) The temperature dependence of the height of the nearest-neighbor forward

scattering peak in Fig. 4.1.1(b) along 8=19°, 4>=0°. Also shown are the temperature

dependence of the background intensity under the forward scattering peak and the intensity

expected on the basis of Debye-Waller effects in a single scattering cluster model. (b) As

(a), but for the next-nearest-neighbor forward scattering peak in Fig. 4.1. 1(c) along 8=55°,
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(a) X(kx,ky). Experiment, 970 K
.63

(c) IFTI. 970 K

(d) IFTI. 1130 K

Fig. 4.1.3 (a) Projection of the experimental X(k) for Ge( 111) at 970 K onto the kx-ky

plane. Several low-index directions are labeled (b) As (a), but at 1130 K. (c), (d)

Horizontal Fl' contour plots in the z=3.27 Aplane obtained with Gaussian removal of

forward scattering intensities along low-index directions in the initial X(k) functions of (a),

(b). Contour plots are shown at (c) 970 K and (d) 1130 K.
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4.2 A Detailed Investigation

4.2.1 In~uction

Surface phase transitions (SPT's) and surface melting (SM) constitute classes of

phenomena which have attracted considerable theoretical and experimental interest [1].

These continuous and often reversible processes occur at temperatures below but often

close to the bulk melting point (Tm) and may be limited to within the surface and near

surface regions. Their experimental investigation thus requires a surface-sensitive

structural probe, a very accurate means of measuring temperature, and a reliable control of

surface cleanliness of the material studied. In this chapter, we apply core-level x-ray

photoelectron diffraction (XPD) [2] and the related technique of photoelectron holography

(PH) [3,4] to the study of a higher-temperatureSPT on Ge(111) [5].

In the specific case of Ge(l1 I) with a Tm of 1210.6 K, both a low-temperature (-573

K) and a high-temperature (-1050 K) SPT have been observed by various techniques. At

room temperature, the stable structure of Ge(111) is predominantly c(2x8), thought to

consist of Ge adatoms bonded on top of a bulk-terminated (lx1) substrate [6]. However,

even this surface is found in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies to be a complex

mixture of local adatom geometries [7-9]. Near 573 K, this surface undergoes a low

temperature phase transition leading to an apparent (Ix1) structure as seen by low-energy

electron diffraction (LEED). It has been concluded by means of Ge 3d core-level

photoemission that in the temperature interval around this phase transition point, the

Ge(1l1) surface is made up of a nonadatom configuration, most probably a (2xl)

reconstruction, in addition to its original room-temperature adatom local arrangement [10].

Furthermore, the proportion of the nonadatom configuration increases with increasing

temperature. Most recently, the coexistence of disordered and ordered regions below the

transition temperature and the continuous enlargement of the disordered regions with
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increasing temperature were observed by STM [8]. The diffusion of surface adatoms in the

<011> directions was observed to be the disorderingmechanism and the phase transition

was identified as a first-order transition which includes two-dimensional premelting at

domain boundaries ("edge melting") [8].

ID the high-temperature regime, near 1050 K, the first observation of a SPT on

Ge(lll) was reported by McRae and Malic [11].Their LEED data indicated that layerlike

crystalline order is preserved in the transition, up to but possibly not including the

outermost double layer. Based on the observed sharp decreases in certain LEED spot

intensities, an effective thickness of disordering was first estimated to be four to six

Ge(lll) monolayers (ML). Further analysis and molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations

later led to the proposal of a mechanism involvinglaterally strained domains of atoms to a

depth of one double layer of crystalline Ge(lll) [12]. The analysis of LEED intensity

variations with temperature requires distinguishing between the effects of large-scale

disordering and small-scale disordering due to atomic vibrations as most simply described

by Debye-Waller (D-W) factors. Molecular-dynamics simulations employing the Stillinger

Weber potential [13] on a Ge crystal of 1440 atoms, and including 6 (111) double layers in

a slablike arrangement, confirmed the validity of using a Gaussian distribution of thermal

displacements of atoms from their equilibrium positions up to Tm [12]. Such simulations

also ruled out true surface melting as the disordering mechanism; that is, the disordered

layer does not diverge to infinite thickness as Tm is approached, but rather saturates at

some limited value. Only in a model crystal that is compressed by 45% in both lateral

directions and only above 0.98 Tm did the simulations lead to such a divergent molten

Ge(lll) overlayer. This study concluded that the disordered overlayer contains both

"islands" with the proper crystalline structure as well as regions of disordered Ge atoms.

These results from MD simulations are consistent with the LEED experimental data;
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however, they are very sensitive to the percent compression assumed in the top double

layer. In qualitative support of the idea that the disordered layer is laterally compressed, we

also note that the density of liquid Ge is higher than that of solid Ge (5.53 g-cm-3 versus

5.22 g-cm-3) and so in the limit of complete melting of a surface layer, it would be

expected to contract by about 1.9% along all three directions. These numbers are much

smaller than those discussed in the MD study however.

Both the low-temperature and high-temperature SPT's on Ge(lll) have also been

studied with medium-energy ion scattering (MEIS) by Denier van der Gon and co-workers

[14]. Experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations gave an estimate of 60 ± 15% for the

remaining adatom density after the c(2x8) to (lx1) transition at around 573 K, as compared

to 100% for the original quarter monolayer present at room temperature. For the high

temperature SPf at 1050 K, a thin film of positionally disordered atoms with a constant

thickness of 1 to 1.5 ML was shown to be responsible for the "incomplete melting" of the

Ge(lll) surface. The high-temperature MEIS results were shown to be in good agreement

with predictions based on a theory of Mikheev and Chemov [15] describing the wetting of

a solid surface by its own melt This theory takes into account the layering of the liquid film

(therefore making its application to the diamond structure of Ge with pronounced layering

normal to the [111] direction very appropriate). The extra stabilization thus associated with

each layer leads to oscillations in the free energy of the liquid-like film as a function of its

thickness [15]. More details on this theory will be presented in a later section, where we

compare our XPD data and their analysis to those from MEIS.

Of the surface sensitive techniques used to study Ge(lll) SPf mentioned above,

LEED is primarily a long-range order probe (on the order of 100 Ain scale) whereas MEIS

and core-level XPD or PH are short-range order probes (on the order of 10-20 A). In XPD

[2], the emission direction of core-level photoelectrons above a surface is varied and
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intensity modulations produced by scattering and interference effects are measured. At

high photoelectron kinetic energies such as the case of Ge 3p at 1365 eV of interest here,

forward scattering peaks are the strongest features in these interference patterns, with these

peaks being produced by scattering from nearest-neighbor atoms along low-index

directions in a crystal. Additional fine structure is also seen in the diffraction patterns due

to more complex higher-order interference effects occurring at larger scattering angles.

Since the core photoemission process is localized at the site of a specific emitting atom,

structural information concerning a given site type can be obtained due to the difference in

intensity modulations for atoms in different sites. It is the goal of this study to explore the

degree to which temperature-dependent XPD data may help elucidate the mechanism

involved in the high-temperature SPT of Gef l l I) [5], or in other SPTs in general. To our

knowledge, XPD has been used to study only one other surface phase transition: the true

surface melting of Pb(llO), as carried out by Bonzel et al. [16].

PH, a much newer variation on XPD, is also employed in studying' this SPT.

Following suggestions first made by Szoeke [3] and later amplified theoretically by Barton

[4] that the angular distributions of photoelectron or Auger electron above a single crystal

surface form holograms which can be inverted via a two-dimensional Fourier transform

(FI) to yield direct images of atomic structure, Tonner, Saldin, and co-workers [17] for the

first time showed this procedure to bepromising for the analysis of experimental data. In

particular, the latter authors found that certain features in the images derived for both Auger

emission and elastically back-scattered Kikuchi electrons can be associated with the

positions of near-neighbor atoms of typical emitters in both the Cu lattice and an epitaxial

overlayer of Cu on Ir(lll) [17,18]. Recently, Herman and co-workers [19] have found

that features in the holographic images for core-level photoelectrons from Si(lll), a

semiconductor with an open diamond lattice structure and two symmetry-inequivalent
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emitter types that is very similar to the Ge(lll) of the present study, also correspond to

atomic positions. In addition to these experimental investigations using PH, several recent

papers have also pointed out procedures by which holographic images might be improved

[18,20-22] to correct for anisotropic-amplitude and/or phase-shift effects in the electron

scattering involved that make it deviate from the ideal weak s-wave scattering with zero

phase shift that would yield an exact repnxluction of the lattice. Without these corrections,

the resulting positions of certain near-neighbor atoms in planes nearly perpendicular to the

surface and to low-index directions have been accurately predicted to -± 0.2 A, but less

accurately (-± 0.5-1.0 A) in planes containing low-index directions. In addition, the

experimental holographic images obtained to date are often elongated and shifted along

low-index directions, effects which are consistent with those expected from both

anisotropic amplitudes and phase shifts in the scattering [18,20]. Overall however, the

promising nature of PH as a surface structure technique has not been fully assessed and the

amount of experimental data of this type remains very limited. We present here the first

temperature-dependent PH study to date. Brief and preliminary accounts of this work

appears elsewhere [5], but the considerable additional amount of experimental data and

theoretical analysis in this paper permits more quantitative conclusions concerning the

nature of the transition as measured by different techniques, and also confirms the general

utility of XPD and its more recent variation, PH, to the study of surface phase transitions.

4.2.2 ~per.Unen~

All photoelectron spectra for both the XPD and PH experiments were obtained with a

specially modified Vacuum Generators ESCALAB5 spectrometer [23] equipped with a

Surface Science Laboratories Model 3390 multichannel detector [24]. A custom-designed

two-axis specimen goniometer permitted angle-resolved capability including high-precision
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(± 0.3°) automated rotation of both the polar (9) and the azimuthal (c!» angles of emission.

A non-inductively-wound resistive button heater (Spectra-Mat E-292) placed inside a

cylindrical Mo sample holder allowed the specimen temperature to be varied between 300

and 1210 K. Temperature measurements were made with an infrared pyrometer cross

calibrated against chromel-alumel thermocouples and against the melting point of Ge.

Standard AI Ka (1486.7 eV) radiation was used for excitation and full UHV conditions of

5.0 x 10-11 torr were maintained throughout all experimental measurements.

The experimental details were described in section 4.1 above. The samples used for

this study were Ge single crystal discs of dimensions 0.4 mm thick and 8 mm diameter, cut

from commercially-available (Scientific International) mirror-polished wafers (a-type, Sb

doped, 5-30 Q-em). The surface orientation was (111) ± 1.0° or better as verified by Laue

diffraction. Periodic surface cleaning during a continuous series of scans involved

sputtering (10-5 torr Ar+, 800 eV, 850 K, 45° off normal incidence, 20 min.) and

annealing (970 K, 30 min.). This procedure lead to a highly ordered surface exhibiting a

very sharp c(2x8) LEED pattern with a low background and easily observed quarter-order

beams. Surface cleanliness was monitored by XPS core-level peaks and no detectable

contaminant peaks (e.g., C Is or 0 Is) were found before or after a full series of

diffraction or holographic data.

4.2.3 Results

Diffraction data:

In the diffraction experiments, the azimuthal dependence of Ge 3p core-level intensities

was studied as a function of temperature from 300 to 1200 K. Azimuthal scans were

measured at two polar angles of emission relative to the surface of 9=19° and 55°. As can

be seen from the scattering geometry shown in Fig. 4.2.1(a), 19° is a surface-sensitive
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polar angle containing nearest-neighbor scattering directions, while 550 is a more bulk

sensitive polar angle containing next-nearest-neighbor scattering directions. For 8=19°,

both the emitter and scatterer are found in the same double layer whereas for 8=55°, they

are located in different double layers.

For these two takeoff angles, we can estimate the corresponding sampling depths.

First, using the standard equations for the overlayer attenuation in XPS intensities [23] we

obtain the contributions to the total observed Ge 3p intensity from each layer of atoms

inward from the surface. For 8=19°, these values are 17.4, 15.7, 11.6,10.5,7.8 and 7.0

percent for the first six atomic layers beginning with the topmost surface layer. In this

case, the mean depth of emission (i.e., the depth that gives 50% of thetotal intensity) is

two double layers and the depth yielding 90% of the total intensity is six double layers.

Similarly, for 8=55°, the contributions to the total intensity from each of the topmost six

layers are 7.5, 7.2, 6.4, 6.2, 5.5, and 5.3 percent leading to a mean depth of emission of

4.5 double layers and a 90%-contribution depth of 14 double layers. Inaddition, a second

consideration in estimating sampling depths is to include both inelastic attenuation and

multiple scattering defocussing, which yields mean depths of emission of1 and 1.5 double

layers and 90%-contribution depths of 2 and 2.5 double layers for the two low-index

directions of particular interest, 8=19° and 55°, respectively.

Figures. 4.2.1(b) and 4.2.1(c) show azimuthal scans taken at 300, 800, and IUO K

for 8=19° and at 300, 840, and 1130 K for 8=55°, respectively. With increasing

temperature, all peaks in the azimuthal curves are reduced in intensity, although their

shapes and positions are not significantly altered. More specifically, comparing azimuthal

scans in Fig. 4.2.1(b) taken at 800 and 1110 K (that is, just below andjust above the

expected phase transition point), we find that the two main peaks at ~=O0 (alongthe [112]

azimuth) and 1j)=600 (along the [121] azimuth) are both much reduced inabsolute intensity.
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The fine structure between these two peaks, from about ep=14° to 52°, also is reduced in

intensity, but with only slight changes in its form, Similar conclusions are obtained for the

data at 9=55° in Fig. 4.2.1(c).

Azimuthal scans over the peak along the [112] azimuth in Fig. 4.2.1(b) were then

measured as the sample temperature was varied in small increments. Figure 4.2.2 shows

these more detailed intensity and background measurements as a function of temperature.

Figure 4.2.2(a) presents the absolute background intensity under the [112] forward

scattering peak at 9=19° (cf. Fig. 4.2.1(b» and Fig. 4.2.2(b) shows the [112] peak height

(P.H.), which we will refer to as M(T), both plotted as a function of temperature. M(T)

values at different temperatures are shown normalized to the highest M(T) value. In Figs.

4.2.2(c) and 4.2.2(d), analogous results are plotted for emission at 9=55°. The points in

Fig. 4.2.2 were obtained with both increasing and decreasing temperature and the forms of

the curves were found to be identical in both cases. It is thus clear from Fig. 4.2.2(b) that

an abrupt and reversible drop of about 43% in the forward-diffracted intensity for 9=19°

occurs over the interval 900-1200 K. A similar drop of about 31% is seen in Fig. 4.2.2(d)

for 9=55°. By contrast, the background intensities at both 9 values exhibit only very

small, and probably not physically significant, deviations from constancy.

The drops in peak intensity at 1060 K cannot be explained by simple thermal

vibrations. Debye-Waller (D-W) effects are expected to yield a smooth and approximately

linear decrease with temperature in the intensity of the forward scattering peak [25], unlike

the step-like transition observed. Model calculations of such a D-W attenuation in a simple

single scattering cluster (SSe) approximation [2,26] are shown as the solid straight lines in

Fig. 4.2.2. The experimental lines (as indicated by W9(T» have slopes of -1.9 %/K for

9=19° and -1.8 %/K for 9=55°, that are approximately 8.5x greater than those of these

simple calculations.
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We can extend this analysis of the region below the transition further by following a

procedure introduced previously by Trehan and Fadley [25]. Specifically, this proceeds by

introducing a theoretically-derived effective scattering angle ej as averaged over all strong

scatterers in the XPD emission which yields an approximate temperature dependence for

the sum over all scattering atoms j of:

2 - 2
M/Imax ee exp[-2k (l-cos8j) <Uj (T»] (4.1)

where k is the electron wave vector and <uIm> is the mean-squared displacement. At the

high-temperature limit of the Debye model as appropriate for our experiments, the mean

squared displacement is given by:

2 .2 2
<Uj (T» = 311TIMkB8D (4.2)

where Ii is the Planck's constant divided by 27t, T is the temperature in Kelvin, M is the

mass of the atom, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and eo is the Debye temperature. From

plots similar to Fig. 4.2.2 but of In(M/Imax) versus temperature, four slopes of the linear

temperature dependence in the 300-900 K range can be obtained: (1) a theoretical D-W

slope for 8=19° of -5.16xlO-6 K-l, (2) an experimental slope for 8=19° of -1.3xl0-4 K-l,

(3) a theoretical D-W slope for 8=55° of -7.7xl0-6 K-l, and (4) an experimental slope for

8=55° of -1.2xl0-4 x-t. First, from the theoretical D-W slopes and a eo for Ge of 374

K, effective scattering angles 9j of 1.8° and 2.2° are obtained for 8=19° and 8=55°,

respectively (i.e., forward single scattering dominates the calculated diffraction pattern).

Then, together with the experimental slopes, these 9j values in turn yield effective Debye

temperatures of 0D(effective)=74 K and 0D(effective)=93 K for 6=19° and 8=55°,
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respectively. These values are thus about 4x smaller than the bulk value, a result which is

consistent with multiple scattering events up to 4th or 5th order being important for

describing the temperature dependence of the experimental data adequately. As a

comparison, a prior similar analysis [25] of the temperature-dependent anisotropies for Cu

2P3/2 at 9=7° and 9=45° yielded 9j values of 17.7° and 7.3° and 0o(effective) values of

286 K and 117 K, respectively (the bulk Debye temperature for Cu is 343 K). Thus,

although such simple single scattering D-W calculations significantly underestimate the

attenuation of the forward scattering peak height with temperature and to yield effective

Debye temperatures that are much reduced in value compared to the expected value of 374

K for Ge (an observation made previously in the analysis of XPD data from Cu(OOI) [25]),

they at least qualitatively explain the experimental behavior below 900 K. However, the

transition itself must be due to a larger-scale motion of the surface atoms, as proposed

previously [11].

Holographic data:

In the holographic experiments, full intensity profiles for Ge 3p photoelectrons were

measured at 300, 970, and 1130 K. These profiles consisted of azimuthal scans, similar to

those shown in Figs. 4.2.1(b) and 4.2.1(c) and with 1.8° steps over 80° in ell, which were

then symmetry-reflected to give the full 360° in azimuth. The polar angle 9 was varied

from grazing emission at 9=100 up to the normal at 9=900 in 1.8° steps.

In order to derive positional information that will help describe the nature of the phase

transition, the full intensity profiles collected as described above were analyzed according

to a procedure previously described by Barton [4]: (1) the three-dimensional intensity

distribution Kk) in the electron wave vector k, with angles of emission 9 and ,!», is

converted to a normalized X(k), where X(k)=[I(k)-Io(k)]!Io(k)l/2, with the unscattered

intensity Io(k) needed for normalization being obtained from polar-scan data for a heavily
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ion-bombarded surface in which no diffraction features were seen; (2) this X(k) is then

projected onto the kx, ky plane and the average value ofX(k) is set to zero, and, (3) after

multiplicationby a phase factor exp[ikzz] X("it) is Fourier transformed in kx and ky to yield

what ideally is a cross section of the image in a plane at a distance z along [111] relative to a

given emitter.

Each intensity distribution or hologram thus occupies a cone centered along the

z=[l11] axis, with a full angle given by «=160°. In Figs. 4.2.3(a), 4.2.3(b), and 4.2.3(c)

we show the experimental X("it) data for Ge(l11) taken at temperatures of 300, 970, and

1130 K, respectively. Several low-index forward scattering directions with the most dense

rows of scattering atoms along them are labeled in Fig. 4.2.3(b). Without any further

analysis of these data, we can already note that there are no significant changes in any of

the diffraction features in these X("it) curves as temperature is raised. After normalization to

have the ~ame maximum peak heights in these plots, the three sets of data are in fact

remarkably alike, in agreement with the behavior of the individual curves in Fig. 4.2.1

discussed previously. The only noticeable difference is the greater statistical error in the

higher temperature data due to the reduced absolute intensities involved (cf. Fig. 4.2.1).

In finally transforming these X("it) data to yield holographic images, we have followed

a method suggested by Thevuthasan et al. [22] which has been shown to yield better

subsequent Fourier transform (Ff) image quality by reducing non-ideal scattering

anisotropy due to forward scattering. We have multiplied the experimental X(k) by a

Gaussian function of the fonn [1-exp(-o.691~/y2)], where Bis the angular deviation of "it

from a given low-index forward scattering axis and y is a variable half-width at half

maximum intensity (HWHM). This function was applied to reduce the value of X("it) along

the highest-density <111>, <010>, <110>, and [111] directions to zero, with a HWHM of

7.5° being used for all directions. Figures. 4.2.4(a), 4.2.4(b), and 4.2.4(c) show
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normalized images obtained after holographic inversion with Gaussian multiplication of the

experimental data shown in Figs. 4.2.3(a), 4.2.3(b), and 4.2.3(c). The plane of these

images at z=3.27A contains 6 near-neighbor atoms in the first double layer above a given

emitter of either type 1 or type 2 in Fig. 4.2.1(a); the expected positions of these neighbors

are labeled "a" and "b" in Fig. 4.2.4(b). The value of z=3.27Ahas been chosen to yield a

plane in which the holographic images around both types of emitter should be identical as

discussed previously for the very similar case of Si(111) by Herman et ale [19]. The

relative intensity of the "a" peaks in these images are 1.0, 0.63, and 0.37 for 300, 970, and

1130 K, respectively. Once normalized, however, all the features observed at the three

different temperatures become essentially identical, in particular for the two highest

temperatures. The near-identity of these holographic near-neighbor images above and

below the transition temperature are fully consistent with the high degree of similarity of the

starting X(k) data, with both sets of results thus indicating an identical near-neighbor

structure for all Ge atoms that are present in ordered sites.

4.2.4 Discussion

In order to discuss our results in the context of previous closely related experimental

work, mainly the XPD study of surface melting of Pb(ltO) [16] and the MEIS study of

disorder transitions on the Ge(l11) surface [14], we begin with the analysis of our XPD

data. The effect of the SPT can be isolated by first dividing out the "normal" vibrational

attenuation of diffraction as estimated over the temperature range of 300-900 K. The D-W

curves shown as straight lines in Fig. 4.2.2 and obtained from simple sse calculations,

were not used for this purpose since they do not include contributions from multiple

scattering [27] and detailed phonon modes [28], and do not adequately describe the

experimental data below the transition. Instead, the correction for the experimental D-W
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effect is accomplished by first fitting a linear function Wa(T) to the peak-height data points

.11a(T) within the range of 300-900 K in Figs. 4.2.2. The vibrationally-corrected peak

height changes for each a can then be represented as .11a(T)=.119(T)!W9(T). In order to

test whether the SPT follows a simple logarithmic growth law [16], we plot in Fig. 4.2.5

In.11a(T) versus In(Tm-T) for the [112] forward scattering peaks at 9=19° and 55°. The

data exhibit different behaviors in three distinct temperature ranges: (I) in the lower

temperature region below the SPT, the D-W corrected data show no temperature

dependence, as expected from the way the correction is defmed; (II) in the region between

-900 and -1130 K, the slopes are 0.37 and 0.34 for 9= 19° and 55°, respectively, yielding

good agreement as to the form of the transition between the two takeoff angles; and (III) in

the highest temperature region up to 1200 K, there is a negligible slope of 0.0083 in the

case of a=19° and a slope of zero in the case of 6=55°. The constant, non-divergent nature

of the data in region (ill), in contrast to the divergent (slope=0.3) behavior observed for

Pb(llO) [16], clearly indicates that the Ge(lll) high-temperature SPT in the present study

is not a surface melting transition that continues to bulk melting with increasing

temperature. These results further suggest that, although the SPT is initiated at -900 K and

the thickness of the disordered layer on top of the ordered lattice increases in temperature

region (II), this thickness reaches a saturation point at -1160-1190 K and remains constant

over much of region (III).

Both our diffraction and holography results are also consistent with the gradual growth

of a disordered, liquid-like layer on the Ge surface, with an ordered substrate remaining

underneath. This model explains why all ordered emitters yield both the same diffraction

curves and resulting holograms, and why the holographic images do not change with

temperature. Thus, we suppose that all emitters in the disordered overlayer yield an

isotropic intensity profile, or more correctly, one that would follow the unscattered Ie that
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was used to derive x(k). With these assumptions, the thickness of the disordered

overlayer at any temperature T can beestimated from the inelastic attenuation it produces on

a diffraction peakintensity upon passing through the transition as follows:

(4.3)

where To is the onset temperature of the SPT, d is the overlayer thickness, Ae is the

inelastic attenuation length, and 9 is the takeoff angle as defined previously. Taking the

onset temperature To of the transition to be 900 K, and a A.e of 25 A for Ge as measured

previously by Chambers [29], we obtain the thickness increase of the overlayer as a

function of temperature shown in Fig. 4.2.6(a). As expected, the first appearance of the

overlayer occurs at -900 K. The maximum overlayer thickness reached by 1200 K is

determined to be 2.5 ML for the 9=19° data and 3.9 ML for the 9=55° data. The reasons

for two different overlayer thicknesses obtained from data taken at the two different takeoff

angles will be discussed in more detail later.

Our results can now be compared directly to MEIS results [14] for the same transition,

as shown also in Fig. 4.2.6(a). The absolute thickness values derived from the XPD data

are significantly larger than the 1-1.5 ML obtained from MEIS [14]. However, if the XPD

and MEIS results are normalized to the same minimum and maximum values, as has been

done in Fig. 4.2.6(b), it is clear that both our sets of XPD data show excellent agreement

with one another and also with the MEIS data in terms of both the onset temperature of the

SPT as well as the shape of the overlayer thickness growth versus temperature. In fact, it

is rather remarkable that two such different short-range order probes as XPD and MEIS are

in such good agreement as to the fundamental form of the transition.
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In order to compare the two types of experiments more quantitatively and also in an

attempt to better understand the difference in the estimate of the overlayer thickness, we

examine more closely a theory developed by Chernov and Mikheev for the wetting of a

surface by its own dense liquid [15] and the prior application of this theory to the MEIS

results [14].

This begins by assuming that the fluctuations in the position of a liquid-vapor interface

on a flat solid substrate are describedby the Hamiltonian:

(4.4)

where x is the 2D coordinate vector in the substrate plane, CJ is the surface free energy of

the bulk liquid, h is the equilibrium thickness of the liquid film that is adsorbed to the

substrate, and V(h) is an effective interface-substrate interaction potential. Considering

only the square-gradient (Landau) model of the liquid yields:

V(h) =Vdh) =-a exp (lv;l) + b exp (-2hJ;1) (4.5)

where a and b are constants discussedin more detail below,!;l is the bulk correlation length

of the liquid, and the long-range potential of Van der Waals forces is found to lead to

correct descriptions of simple systems. However, a more general form of the interfacial

potential requires taking into account contributions from the long-range attraction of the

interface to the substrate due to hydrodynamic correlations, as well as contributions from

the oscillatory potential in dense liquidsdue to the strong layerwise short-range order.

As an improvement to these Landau-type theories that are often used to describe

surface wetting/melting, Chernov and Mikheev's theory further incorporates the layering,
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parallel to the surface. of the liquid film. and this layering is assumed to lead to oscillations

in the free energy of the film as a function of its thickness [15]. The final change in free

energy per unit area, .1F. as a function of the film thickness. h. can in this model be written

as:

.1F = h Lv(l-Tffm) -1!1- acos(klh)exP[-hl;ll + bexp[-2h/l;1l (4.6)

where Lv is the latent heat of melting per unit volume. kl is the reciprocal distance at which

the first maximum occurs in the structure factor of the liquid, ;1 is the correlation length in

the bulk liquid. The second term. 1!1is given as 1!1= 1sv - 'Ylv -1sl where the "(S are the

different interfacial free energies of the dry solid-vapor. the liquid-vapor. and the solid

liquid interfaces. respectively. in the absence of a disordered liquid film. The parameters a

and b balance between the layering effect as given by the third term and the residual order

within the film as given by the fourth term, and they can be calculated from I!'Y = -a + b and

from:

'Ysv = 'Ysl + 'Ylv - a exp[-21t/kl;1l + b exp[-41t/kl;1l (4.7)

The values used in Ref. 14 were: Lv=2.6xI09 J m-3• kl=2.56 A-I. Tm=1210.6 K. and

;1=5.3 A. The experimental contact angle between Ge(l) and Ge(s) of 9=30° [30] was used

in this prior study to determine 1sv. the interfacial free energy of the solid-vapor interface in

the presence of a disordered liquid film. from the relationship 1sv = 1sl + 'YlvCos9. This led

to values of 1!1= 1sv - 'Ylv -1s1 = 0.83 J m-2 - 0.63 J m-2 - 0.24 J m-2 = -0.04 J m- 2 [14].

These values when combined with Eq. 4.7 gave estimates of 0.295 J m-2 and 0.252 J m-2
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for the two parameters a and b, respectively [14]. The resulting dependence of the change

in free energy,~, on the overlayer thickness is shown as the dashed curves in Fig. 4.2.7.

In an attempt to examine more closely the behavior of the free energy versus overlayer

thickness curves at different temperatures, we have varied a few the above parameters

within reasonable ranges. For our calculations, a value of 0.91 J m-2 for Ysv, leading to

the physically plausible case where Ay>O and a contact angle of 210 were used. More

specifically, estimates of a=O.25 J m-2 and b=O.29 J m-2 followed from these new values.

With all other parameters kept the same as in Ref. 14, we obtain the dependence of the

change in free energy, ~, on the overlayer thickness shown as the solid curves in Fig.

4.2.7. Below 1050 K (not shown in Fig. 4.2.7), the absolute minimum in~ occurs at

h=O, indicative of a completely dry surface with no overlayer. At 1050 K, shown in Fig.

4.2.7(a), a second minimum of ~=O appears at h (in units of 21t/lq)=I, indicating the

formation of an overlayer of thickness h=2.45 A. As the temperature is increased to 1125

K, a third local minimum in ~ reaches zero (cf. Fig. 4.2.7(b». However, since the

absolute minimum is still at h=27t/lq, the overlayer of thickness 2.45 Aremains as the

most stable configuration. As the temperature reaches 1200 K, however, the third local

minimum crosses over ~=O and passes the second local minimum at h=21t!1q to become

the absolute minimum at h=2(27t!1q)=4.91 A. Taking the density of liquid Ge to be 5.50

g/cm2 [31], the disordered overlayer of thickness 4.91 A corresponds to 2.24 x 1015

atoms!cm2, or 3.10 ML. These results are then in qualitative agreement with our XPD data

and our estimation of overlayer thicknesses of 2.5 ML for 9=190 and 3.9 ML for 9=550
, as

derived from the inelastic attenuation of forward scattering peak: intensities as shown in

Fig.4.2.6(a). In the calculations by Denier van der Gon et al. [14] with slightly different

parameters, the thickness h does not go beyond h=2.45 A.
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The difference in the estimated overlayer thickness from the XPD data at 9=19° and

55° may be due to a laterally strained double layer of Ge atoms located between the fully

disordered overlayer and the ideal bulk-terminated surface. As can be seen from Fig.

4.2. 1(a), the nearest-neighbor forward scattering for 9=19° is confined within one double

layer. That is, both atoms, the emitter and the scatterer, are located in the same double

layer. This more surface sensitive 9=19° case is then expected to probe intra-double-layer

disordering. If a laterally strained (and probably laterally-compressed) double layer were

present such that there were a loss of registry between it and the bulk atoms, the forward

scattering peak height for 9=19° along the [112] azimuth would not be affected to first

order since the nearest-neighbor forward scattering bond direction is the same in the

strained double layer as it is in the bulk. On the other hand, the two atoms forming the 55°

scattering direction are in different double layers such that inter-double-layer disordering is

probed in these data. Any lateral strain in a double layer with respect to the bulk beneath it

will cause a change in the forward scattering angle resulting in a decrease in the forward

scattering peak height. Thus, our XPD experimental data best fit a model in which there

are approximately two monolayers (i.e., one double layer) of fully disordered overlayer,

then one-to-two laterally-strained monolayers, and fmally an ordered bulk-terminating

substrate surface. This model thus can explain the discrepancy between the overlayer

thicknesses derived from data taken at the two different 9 values. At 9=19°, only two

monolayers contribute to the loss in forward scattering intensity while at 9=55°, both the

two monolayers of fully disordered atoms as well as the one-to-two laterally strained

monolayers beneath them contribute to the loss in forward scattering intensity.

The normalized intensity profiles X(k) at 300, 970, and 1130 K and their

corresponding holographic images in Fig. 4.2.4 provide information on the ordered crystal

lattice below the disordered overlayer. However, since the intensity profiles at the three
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different temperatures are each made up of azimuthal scans, similar to those shown in Figs.

4.2.1(b) and 4.2.1(c), but taken at different polar angles 9 from grazing emission at 8=100

up to the normal at 9=900 in 1.80 steps, they add another dimension to our analysis:

changes in the overall intensity and the azimuthal pattern as a function of polar angle.

Figure 4.2.8(a) shows the ratio of azimuthally-averaged total absolute intensities at

two different temperatures, 1130 K Gust above the transition) and 970 K Gust below the

transition). That is, we plot the total-intensity ratio 18(1130 K)/19(970 K) from all of the

azimuthal scans contributing to the data in Figs. 4.2.3(b) and 4.2.3(c). All of these values

are very close to unity, with a gentle slope in the curve leading from about 0.93 at the

lowest angles to 0.98 at the highest angles; that is, very little total intensity is lost in going

through the transition. This can be understood by noting that the intensity from the ordered

bulk crystal lattice and that from the disordered overlayer together yield the total intensity.

For a semi-infinite ordered substrate covered by a uniform disordered overlayer of

thickness d, the average intensity from the ordered substrate for an emission direction 8

and at a fixed kinetic energy Ek is given as [23]:

where 10 is the incident x-ray flux, 00 is the effective solid angle of the analyzer, Ao is the

effective specimen area both illuminated and seen by the analyzer, Do is the instrumental

detection efficiency, p is the atomic density of the substrate, dO'k/dQ is the differential

cross section, Ae is the inelastic photoelectron attenuation length in the substrate, and 'A.'e is

the attenuation length in the overlayer. This equation is strictly speaking valid only in the

absence of any non-isotropic elastic scattering effects: that is, when diffraction is either

absent or completely averaged over. We will here assume however, that averaging total
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intensity over a single azimuthal scan at a is sufficient to yield something that is very close

to averaging out all diffraction. The intensity from the disordered overlayer of thickness d

at a kinetic energy EI=Ek is similarly given as [23]:

I a(disordered)=IoOo(EIdAo(EIdDo(EIdp'(dOkldO)A'e(EId[l-exp(-dlA.'e(EIdsina)] (4.9)

where p' refers to the atomic density of the overlayer. Ifwe now further assume that p=p'

and Ae=A'e, then the sum of la(ordered) and la(disordered) is predicted to remain

constant at one value for the clean surface below the disorder transition:

la(ordered) + la(disordered) =IoOo(EIdAo(EIdDo(EIdp(dOk/dO)Ae(EId

However, if we do not make.such simplifying assumptions, then this sum becomes:

(4.10)

la(ordered) + la(disordered) = IoOo(EIdAo(EIdDo(EId

x (p(dak/dO)Ae(EIdexp(-dlA'e(EIdsina)

+ p'(dOkldO)A'e(EIdU-exp(-d/A.'e(EIdsina)]} (4.11)

The fact that there is a slight decrease in the intensity ratio over the transition of up to 8%

could be due to an effective decrease in the electron attenuation length in the disordered

overlayer (e.g. due to the greater disorder, enhanced vibrational effects, and/or a higher

density). In fact, a model calculation using p'=5.53 gcm-3 and p=5.22 gcm-3 (the density

of liquid and solid Ge at the melting point, respectively), Ae=25 A, A'e=20 A(or a value

for the photoelectron attenuation length in the liquid that is 80% of that in the solid), and

d=3.27 A(the average of our two experimental values for d), yields the solid curve shown
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superimposed on the data points in Fig. 4.2.8(a). This curve represents an excellent fit to

the experimental values. Overall, however, our conclusion is still that the near constancy in

Fig. 4.2.8(a) is just what is expected for the overlayer model under consideration.

Fig. 4.2.8(b) now shows the overall anisotropy, which we measure as (Imax

Iminl/Imax- plotted as a function of 1/sin9 for each of the azimuthal scans and at each of

the three temperatures. This curve simply measures the degree to which strong (usually

forward scattering) peaks arise in the diffraction pattern for a given 9. Thus, peaks are

seen in all three of these curves for 9 approximately equal to 19-200,30-35°, and 55-60°, all

of which are identifiable with low-index directions for forward scattering above the (111)

surface [2]. Exactly along the normal, the values artificially go to zero because an

azimuthal scan does not average over enough solid angle to show any variation in Imax

Imin.

As a final aspect of these large sets of holographic azimuthal scans, we ask how these

data can add to the description of the Ge(lll) high-temperature SPT and specifically

whether an additional estimate of overlayer thickness can be derived from them. Keeping

in mind the inelastic attenuation of a diffraction peak intensity caused by the presence of a

disordered overlayer, we can rewrite Eq. 4.3 slightly as:

6i(Thigh)/&i(Tlow) = exp[-&d/Aesin9] (4.12)

where the high and low temperatures now need not be fully above or below the transition,

and it is thus only the change in layer thickness M over a more limited temperature interval

that accounts for the attenuation observed. Of the three temperatures where data were

taken, two fall within the high-temperature SPT region. We thus take Thigh as 1130 K and

Tlow as 970 K, and directly obtain Fig. 4.2.8(c), which shows In[6i(l130K)/&i(970K)]
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as a function of 1/sin9. From the slope of the best-fit straight line going through the data

points in Fig. 4.2.8(c) of -~=-O.l04,we obtain M970-1130K=2.61 A. However,

based on the XPO data in Fig. 4.2.2, we know that the range from 970 to 1130 K does not

cover the entire SPT. Instead, the M970-1130K value obtained above needs to be scaled

to a temperature range of 900-1200 K in order to fully describe the complete transition

region. Scaling factors of 1.51 obtained from the XPO data for 9=19° and 1.27 for 9=55°

yield ad9QO-1200K values of 3.9 A(2.4 ML) and 3.3 A (2.0 ML), respectively, that are in

good agreement with the 2.5-3.9 ML derived previously from two separate studies at

9=19° and 55°. Our prior value of 3.9 ML for 9=55° is however, somewhat high as judged

against this self-consistent analysis of the holography data.

4.2.5 Summary

This investigation of the Ge(lll) high-temperature surface phase transition (SPT) by

x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPO) and photoelectron holography (PH) yields excellent

agreement with previous LEEO and MEIS studies in three aspects: 1) a model for the SPT

involving an ordered substrate covered by a disordered overlayer, 2) an onset temperature

for the SPT of 900 K and a saturation of the overlayer thickness at -1160-1190 K, and 3)

the rate of development of the overlayer thickness as a function of temperature (particularly

in comparison to MEIS data). However, our XPO and PH results lead to somewhat higher

estimates of 2.5-3.9 ML and 2.0-2.4 ML, respectively, for the liquid-like overlayer

thickness, as compared to 2 ML from molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with

LEED results and 1.0-1.5 ML from MEIS. LEEO, MEIS, PH, and XPD together thus

provide a complete and complementary collection of information on the Ge(lll) high

temperature surface phase transition.
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Our XPD data taken for 6=19° and 55° yield different values for the disordered

attenuating layer of 2.5 ML and 3.9 ML, respectively. This difference was justified by the

possibility of having a laterally-strained double layer located beneath the disordered layer.

The direct forward scattering directions for 6=19° is intra-layer (although a small portion of

the effect is also from inter-layer) and for 6=55° is inter-layer. This results in a greater loss

in the forward scattering intensity for the 6=55° data if the topmost intact double layer is

displaced with respect to the double layer beneath it. For the PH data, the loss in intensity

is taken for a large number of different polar angles ranging from 10° to 90°, many of

which may not have direct intra-layer or inter-layer forward scattering. For these cases, the

total loss in intensity would be due only to the disordered overlayer. Thus, the average

value of 2.0-2.4 ML for the disordered overlayer derived from PH is fully consistent with

our XPD results for a model in which there is a 2.0-2.5 ML completely disordered

overlayer located on a laterally strained double layer which is in turn located on a bulk

terminated crystal. Overall, we thus conclude that the best estimate of the fully disordered

thickness is 2.0-2.5 ML, or about one double layer.
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Fig. 4.2.1 (a) An unreconstructed Ge(lll) surface showing nearest-neighbor and

second-nearest-neighbor scattering directions at takeoff angles of 9=19° and 8=55° with

respect to the surface; 4>=00 ([112] azimuth) for both of these directions. Note the two

symmetry-inequivalent emitter types. (b) Temperature-dependent azimuthal XPD data for

Ge 3p emission from Ge(111) at 1365 eV and a low takeoff angle of 9=19°. (c) As (b),

but for a takeoff angle of 8=55°.
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Fig. 4.2.2 (a) Temperature dependence of the background intensity under the nearest-

neighbor forwardscaneringpeak in Fig. 4.2.1 (b) along e=19°, 41=0°. (b) The temperature

dependence of the height LiI=Ipeak-1background of the same nearest-neighbor forward

scattering peak. M(T) values are plotted as a percentage of the room temperature value.

Also shown in (b) is the intensity expected on the basis of Debye-Waller effects in a single

scattering cluster model. (c) and (d) are as (a) and (b), but for the next-nearest-neighbor

forward scaneringpeakin Fig. 4.2.1(c) along e=sso, ep=00.
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(a) X(kx,ky), Experiment, 300 K

(b) X(kx,ky), Experiment, 970 K
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Fig. 4.2.3 (a)Projection of the experimental X(IC) for Ge(lll) at 300 K onto the kx-ky

plane. (b) As (a), but at 970 K; several low-index directions are labeled. (c) As (a), but at

1130K.
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Fig. 4.2.4 Horizontal Fl' contour plots in the z=3.27 Aplane obtained with Gaussian

removal of forward scattering intensities along low-index directions in the initial X(k)

functions of Fig. 4.2.3 (a-c). Contour plots are shown at (a) 300 K, (b) 970 K, and (c)

1130 K.
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Chapter 5

Magnetic Disordering:

Spin-Polarized Photoelectron Diffraction on MoO and

Preliminary Results with Possible Future Applications to

Fe and Gd

5.1 Introduction

Multiplet splittings in transition and rare earth metal core-level binding energies for

fairly ionic materials are well understood [1,2]. For the outer core levels such as the 3s in

the 3d transition metal series the splitting is due to the exchange interaction between the

unpaired outermost 3d electrons and the 3s electron remaining after photoemission. These

core-level multiplet splittings produce a very highly spin-polarized photoelectron source

that is internally referenced to the emitting atom. For certain materials, the large exchange

interaction between the highly overlapping 3s and 3d electrons is responsible for the easily

resolvable splittings between the different final states of the photoemission process.

An example of such a splitting can be found in the Mn 3s core level of the highly

ionic antiferromagnet KMnF3. Fig. 5.I(a) shows the Mn 3s doublet with the single

configuration multiplets primarily responsible for each of the two peaks and the resulting

predominant spin polarization. A splitting of 6.7 eV between the two peaks was observed

[3] with the spin-down 7S peak being 71.4% polarized and the spin-up 5S peak being

100% polarized [4]. Another example is illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b) but this time for the more

complex case of a metallic ferromagnet, Fe. Spin-resolved photoemission data for Fe 3s

by Hillebrecht et al. show two peaks separated by 4.5 eV [5]. An intensity ratio of 1.16

for the minority- (J,) to majority- (i) spin peaks was measured. From an analysis of the

line shape of the Fe 3s spectrum, it was further concluded that, although the exchange
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interaction may not be the only cause for the splitting, it must be the major contributing

factor [5].

In an angle-resolved experiment on single crystals these spin-resolved multiplet-split

peaks may behave differently due to spin-dependent scattering effects in the presence of a

magnetically-ordered set of scatterers. This phenomenon has been termed spin-polarized

photoelectron diffraction (SPPD) by Sinkovic and Fadley [3], who further theoretically

predicted that exchange-induced asymmetries as high as 8% would be observable for Mn

3s emission from the antiferromagnet KMnF3 if the spin-up and spin-down intensities

were scanned in polar angle. Experimentally, spin-up and spin-down photoelectrons from

the two dominant peaks in a multiplet can be monitored separately to determine whether

there is any difference in their scattering and diffraction due to the presence (or absence) of

a magnetically-ordered set of near-neighbor scatterers. Measurements can be made as a

function of both direction and temperature.

The first experimental observations of SPPD were made by Sinkovic et al. for

KMnF3 [6]. The spin-up/spin-down intensity ratio was measured for the temperature

range from 95 K to 580K and for various emission directions. The normalized asymmetry

ratios (~expV exhibit an abrupt change of -17% and -10% for the two emission directions

8=36°, cjl=00 and 8=45°, cjl=oo, respectively. In both cases, the point of maximum slope in

the drop occurs at a temperature termed the short-range order transition temperature, TSR,

of 240± 5 K, or 2.7 times the Neel temperature (TN=88 K) for this material.

More recently, the antiferromagnet MnO was studied in detail by Hermsmeier et aI.

[7] in the temperature range from 70 to 750K, in experiments on which the author of this

dissertation was a collaborator. For 8=90°, cjl=oo (normal emission), a ~Sexpt of about

-11% centered at 540 K and for 6=75°, cjl=oo, a ~Sexpt of +15% centered at 520 K were
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observed; these results are summarized in Fig. 5.2. These temperatures correspond to

approximately 4.5 times the Neel temperature of MnO.

From these results it was deduced that the sharp changes in the spin-up/spin-down

intensity ratio observed may be due to short-range magnetic transitions since photoelectron

diffraction is a very short-range order probe. More specifically, they led to the conclusion

that short-range antiferromagnetic order persists up to approximately 2.7 TN for KMnF3

and up to 4.5 TN for MnO, where it abruptly disappears. Such a sharp loss of short-range

order at high temperature has not been predicted by any prior theory. Moreover, it was

further noted that the transition temperatures obtained from these SPPD data are very close

to the relevant Curie-Weiss constants [7], although no firm theoretical foundation for this

near identity has as yet been found

These experimental results, together with extensive theoretical diffraction calculations

modeling ,SPPD in terms of exchange scattering effects [3,7,8] clearly indicate that SPPD is

a unique probe of magnetic short-range order; Despite the requirement of using

synchrotron radiation in order to both tune electron kinetic energies to about 100 eV where

magnetic effects are larger, and to yield spectra with better peak-to-background ratios for

measuring very small effects, SPPD possesses several advantages. Its non-spin-dependent

counterpart, PD, is also inherently a very short-range probe primarily sensitive to the first

few spheres of neighbors. Thus PD and SPPD should be ideally suited for studies of

short-range structural order and short-range magnetic order, respectively. The data can, in

some cases, be interpreted using simple single scattering theory. The ability to change

photon energy and emission direction permits a variation in the degree of surface

sensitivity. The strongly directional effects observed in diffraction peaks should also allow

studies of anisotropic media such as magnetic surface layers. The short time scale involved

in this method (10- 16_10-18 sec.) provides a snapshot of spin configurations, Finally and
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most importantly, since no external spin detector is needed and since the photoelectrons are

internally referenced with respect to the emitter, both antiferromagnets and ferromagnets

can be studied and, if short-range order is present, it can be measured at temperatures

above the Neel temperature for antiferromagnets and above the Curie temperature for

ferromagnets.

With this last point in mind, it was the goal of this project to explore the interesting

new physics of short-range magnetic order as manifested through SPPD data. First, we

extended the work on MoO by using synchrotron radiation to reproduce earlier data and by

varying photon energy to determine to what degree the short-range order transition

observed is a surface effect. The next logical point of interest was to measure SPPD effects

in ferromagnetic systems. Fe and Gd were the candidates for this attempt. Eventually, a

complete set of SPPD data for KMnF3, MoO, Fe, and Gd as a function of temperature,

emission direction, and photon energy would serve to establish both the systematics of the

technique and its range of utility, while at the same time probably providing additional

provocative data on the existence of short-range order at higher temperatures.

5.2 Experimental

Experimental data presented in this chapter for both MnO and Fe were obtained with

an angle-resolved 1270 cylindrical electron analyzer and the 150 toroidal grating

monochromator at the SA73 synchrotron radiation beamline of the Super-ACO storage ring

at LURE, Orsay, France. Preliminary XPS spectra for Gd were taken on a VG

ESCALAB5 spectrometer equipped with a Surface Science Laboratories Model 3390

multichannel detector, using standard Al Ka radiation for excitation. In all cases, a base

pressure of 5 x to-II torr was maintained in the chamber during data acquisition.
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The MnO specimen was a well-characterized single crystal wafer, with (100) ± 0.40

surface orientation. This wafer had been used in previous SPPD studies [7]. A standard

procedure for sample preparation, involving repeated cycles of Ar" bombardment at -45 0

incidence and 500-V energy followed by annealing at -900 K, eliminated all surface

impurities commonly found such as carbon, silicon, potassium, calcium, and aluminum.

The Fe specimen was a (100) single crystal of7.! mm diameter x 1.25 mm thick in

dimensions and 99.95% in purity, obtained commercially from Electronic Space Products

International. It was polished with 200, 320, 400, and 600 grit CARBIME'f® silicon

carbide paper, followed by METADI® diamond abrasive pastes of 15,6, and 1 J.1 in size,

and finally by 0.05 J.1 BUEHLER® Micropolish® alumina (Al203). This procedure led to

a mirror-finish surface with no imperfections observable through a monocularmicroscope.

The orientation was (100) ±0.6°, as verified by Laue diffraction. Iron single crystals are

difficult to clean since the irreversible bee to fcc phase transition occurs at 1183 K and

therefore all cleaning and annealing must be done below this temperature. Inaddition, they

often contain many impurities such as carbon, sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus,

chlorine, and silicon. Our actual sample cleaning began with a pretreatmentof the crystal in

hydrogen to remove those impurities that form volatile hydrides. This was done by H.

Viefhaus at the Max-Planck-Institut fur Eisenforschung GMBH. Prior to synchrotron

radiation experiments, the crystal was also exposed to repeated cycles of argon-ion

sputtering and annealing in UHV for one week. At LURE, after periods of data acquisition

at high temperatures, it was found that trace amounts of Si segregated to the surface. It

was necessary, therefore, to ion bombard the sample at 910-1120 K for 60 minutes (10-5

torr Ar+, sample current of 6 1lA, 45° off normal-incidence), then at 300 K for 30 minutes,

and to flash anneal it at 910-1120 K for 5 minutes between series of high-temperature
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scans. The temperatures used for cleaning and annealing were chosen to correspond with

the temperatures at which these high-temperature scans were taken.

The Gd specimen was cut from 0.25 mm thick polycrysta1line foil of 99.9% purity,

obtained from Johnson Matthey Inc.. Sample preparations also included ion bombardment

at 10-5 torr Ar+, 500 V, 45° off normal-incidence for extended periods of time. The

purpose of this experiment on Gd was to obtain preliminary information on the splittings of

the Gd 4s and 5s doublets in preparation for future SPPD experiments. A single crystal

sample and extensive cleaning and annealing procedure were therefore not necessary.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 MoO(OOl)

There were two separate synchrotron radiation experimental runs at LURE for MoO

in March and May of 1989. The data obtained from the March experiment can be divided

into three parts: 1) determination of TSR for the normal emission direction using a series

of scans from high to low temperature of the Mn 3s doublet, 2) study of the behavior of

the abrupt step in the spin asymmetry versus temperature curve at TSR as a function of the

polar angle, 9, and 3) examination of the effect on the polar scans as a result of changes in

photon energy.

First, data for the normal emission direction as a function of temperature are

summarized in Table 5.1. Intensity ratios, R = 5S (spin-up peak) to 7S (spin-down peak),

were obtained from a Gaussian/l.orentzian curve fitting and spin asymmetries Sexpt were

obtained from the equation [7]:

Sexpt (LT) (in %) =100 [(RLT-Rm)IRHT]
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where RIfT represents the 5S:7S intensity ratio for the highest-temperature data point in the

series (assumed to be in the fully disordered or paramagnetic limit) and RLT represents the

same ratio for any lower-temperature data point below HT. From the data, RHT was

estimated to be 0.614. Fig. 5.2 shows the excellent agreement between this work and

previous results obtained using standard Mo M~ radiation [7]. Second, the study of the

behavior of the abrupt step in the spin asymmetry curve versus temperature at TSR as a

function of the polar angle, a, was done by taking polar scans at different temperatures.

Due to the limited amount of beam time, data acquisition was limited to three temperature

values: 373, 473, and 573 K and four theta values: 90, 75, 60, and 45 0
• Further problems

of charging made it difficult to obtain results at 373 K. A plot of the 5S:7S intensity ratio

versus theta is shown in Fig. 5.3. At all three temperatures, there is a general increase in

the 5S:7S intensity ratio as the polar angle is increased from 8=450 to 8=900 (the surface

normal). At each polar angle, however, the 5S:7S intensity ratios do not exhibit a

consistent dependence on temperature. The existing data are not sufficient to yield

conclusive, systematic trends. Finally, no systematic variations could be found in the

limited photon-energy-dependent data available. This is partly due to the difference in the

background at hv =150 eV, which is steep, and at hv = 170 eV which is flat, resulting in

inconsistencies in the curve fitting.

The aim of the second synchrotron radiation experimental run on MnO at LURE,

carried out in May 1989, was to reexamine the effect of changing the photon energy on the

dependence of Sexpt for normal emission on temperature, Fig. 5.4 shows the results taken

at hv =150 eV (.) and at hv = 170 eV (e). For hv =150 eV, Sexpt values remain

relatively constant in the temperature range of 350-500 K. Above this temperature range,

there is a slight increase in Sexpt but with a corresponding increase in the scatter of the data

points. For hv =170 eV, however, there is a definite decrease in Sexpt with increasing
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temperature. The drop is not smooth. Instead, the data suggest a possible step in the

temperature region from 500-630 K that may be connected with TSR at 530-540 K. Better

data will be necessary to confirm this, however.

5.3.2 Fe(001)

The next step in our investigation was to attempt to measure SPPD effects in the

ferromagnet Fe. In June 1990, available LURE beam time was used to study changes in

the spin-split Fe 3s multiplet as the Curie temperature is approached. Twelve temperature

series, each one consisting of one initial room-temperature scan followed by one or more

high-temperature scans and then a final room-temperature scan, were obtained. The major

problem encountered in this experiment is the presence of Si impurity diffusing from the

bulk to the surface. In terms of data analysis, this means that the Si 2p peak partially

overlaps ~th the tail of the Fe 3s doublet. The data can be summarized as follows:

• Out of the twelve series, four were eliminated from the analysis due to steep, sloping

background problems and/or poor statistics.

• One series shows a decrease in the Fe 3s spin-up/spin-down intensity ratio with an

increase in temperature from 300 K to 970 K.

• Three other series are incomplete series. That is, they consist of only one or two out of

the three spectra needed: initial room temperature, high temperature, and final room

temperature. From various portions of these three series, a very small increase in the

spin-up/spin-down intensity ratio can be observed in going from room temperature to

1040 K.

• The four useful sets of data show the same increasing trends in the spin-up/spin-down

intensity ratio with increasing temperature. Of these, one series, shown in Fig. 5.5 with
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the high temperature scans taken at 1106 K is most complete, has sufficiently good

statistics, and will be discussed below:

- The initial room temperature spectrum shows no silicon contamination. The Fe 3s

splitting is approximately 4.3 eV with the spin-up peak at Eb=I01.5 eV and the spin

down peak at Eb=97.2 eV.

- The first high-temperature spectrum at 1106 K shows no silicon. There is a 5%

increase in the intensity of the spin-up peak relative to that of the spin-down peak, as

measured with respect to the room temperature spectrum.

- The second high-temperature spectrum at 1106 K shows a Si 2p peak at Eb=108 eV.

However, the splitting as well as the relative intensity of the two Fe 3s peaks are in

very good agreement with the previous 1106 K spectrum.

- The final room-temperature spectrum shows a strong Si 2p peak which corresponds

to an estimate of 9-10% of a monolayer of Si on the Fe(I00) surface. The Fe 3s

relative intensities, however, do not reproduce those observed in the initial room

temperature scan.

A few general observations can be made from the four useful data sets discussed

above. First, the final room-temperature scan does not reproduce the initial room

temperature scan from the same set. In addition to the presence of a Si peak in the final

room-temperature scan, there is also an increase in the spin-up/spin-down intensity ratio in

the final room-temperature scan relative to that of the initial room-temperature scan. This

increase can measure up to 9% and is probably due to the presence of the Si peak. Second,

there is a large change in background intensities accompanying a change in temperature.

Most high-temperature scans tend to have a higher background than the room-temperature

scans. Finally, all high-temperature scans exhibit an increase in the spin-up/spin-down

peak ratio relative to the initial room-temperature scan. It is not conclusive, however, that
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an SPPD effect is observed. This increase in ratio may be due to the presence of Si and/or

background fluctuations accompanying changes in temperature.

This study of Fe thus was not successful in observing SPPD effects unambiguously,

but it did assist in identifying what sorts of experimental problems will need to be

surmounted in any future study of this system (particularly as to reducing Si impurity levels

even further).

5.3.3 Gd (polycrystalline)

Finally, an additional specimen of considerable interest is ferromagnetic Gd which

would serve as a test case for SPPD in lanthanides. The purpose of this study was to

obtain preliminary data on the Gd 4s and 5s multiplets, to determine how well-resolved

they are by measuring their splitting, and to suggest which of the two multiplets should be

used for future SPPD investigations. Fig. 5.6(a) shows the Gd 4s doublet with a splitting

of -8 eV while Fig. 5.6(b) shows the Gd 5s doublet with a splitting of -3.4 eV. These

scans were repeated after various cleaning procedures and were found to be very

reproducible. The oxygen contaminant level was reduced from 6.6 ML before sputtering

cycles began to 1.4 ML by the end of the cleaning procedures. Also, no observable carbon

impurity was found at the end of the cleaning procedures. Data acquisition conditions such

as x-ray power, pass energy, angular broadening, and slit size were also optimized to yield

the highest intensity while keeping a good resolution. The satellite features Sj, S2, and S3

in the spectra are thought to be due to gadolinium oxide species present in the sample.

Since both 4s and 5s doublets ride on approximately similar backgrounds, but the 4s peaks

are stronger in intensity than the 5s, and they also exhibit a larger splitting, they should be

the choice for future SPPD studies on Gd.
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5.4 Conelusions

The temperature-dependent MoO results discussed here confirm prior SPPD

observations. The theta- and photon energy- dependent MnO data suggest interesting

trends in the Sexpt values with changing parameters. The Fe spectra indicate possible

SPPD effects in ferromagnetic materials but they also confirm the inherent difficulties of

using Fe due to contaminant diffusion to the surface at high temperatures and the

experimental temperature limit imposed by the irreversible bee to fcc phase transition.

Finally, the preliminary Gd 4s and 5s energy scans provide a starting point for future

SPPD experiments and afford an alternative ferromagnetic material to the previously

examinedFe.
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Table 5.1 Intensity ratio, R, and spin asymmetry, Sexpt, from Mn 3s versus temperature,

listed in the time sequence the data points were taken.

Temperature (K)
683
628
578
523
478
423
599
513
373
573
478

Intensity Ratio, R
0.601
0.628
0.611
0.655
0.689
0.685
0.637
0.669
0.709
0.621
0.688
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Spin Asymmetry, Sexpt
-2.11
2.27

-0.49
6.60

12.15
11.56
3.68
8.96

15.52
1.16

12.09
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Fig. 5.1 (a) The multiplet-spit Mn 3s spectrum of KMnF3, with the initial and final

states and the predominant photoelectron spin orientations indicated (from Ref. 3). (b)

Spin-integrated (solid line) and spin-resolved (dashed lines) Fe 3s photoemission spectra

after subtraction of background and averaging over the data points (from Ref. 5).
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Fig. 5.2 The temperature dependence of Mn 3s spin asymmetries Sexpt for MnO taken

with standard Mo M~ radiation (III, A) and with synchrotron radiation (0).
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Fig. 5.3 The spin-up/spin-down intensity ratio for the Mn 3s level of MnO as a

function of polar angle, taken at three temperatures 373 K (~), 473 K (II), and 573 (e).
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Fig. 5.4 The temperature dependence ofMn 3s spin asymmetries Sexpt for MnO taken

with synchrotron radiationat hvof 150 eV (.) and 170eV(o).
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Fig. 5.5 Fe 3s spectra taken four times and at two different temperatures (room

temperature and 1106 K) during a single run: (1) =initial room temperature, (2) =first

1106 K, (3) =second 1106 K, and (4) =final room temperature.
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Fig. 5.6 (a) Gd 4s doublet and (b) Gd 5s doublet. as excited by AI Kc radiation.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

The physical phenomena of disordered surface and near-surface systems, together

with the models and theories used to describe them, encompass a very large subject of

considerable interest. The advent of modern surface science techniques has transformed

many of these ideas into concrete and plausible experiments. While it is true that no single

technique can yet provide a defmitive descriptionof a disordered system, a combination of

several techniques along with their respective collection of experimental data and theoretical

analyses may permit consensuses on models for such physical phenomena. In this

dissertation, two types of disordering were examined: structural and magnetic.

For the first case, the Ge(lll) high-temperature surface phase transition was

explored using XPO and its new variant, PH. An analysis of our data in light of existing

results from other techniques such as LEEO and MEIS on the same system led to a model

in which, at 160 K below Tm- the bulk-terminated Ge surface is covered by a laterally

strained double layer below another liquid-likedisordered double layer of Ge atoms.

For the second case, the loss of short-range magnetic order in the antiferromagnet

MnO was confirmed, and attempts to measure similar effects in the ferromagnets Fe and

Gd were made. The Fe results were rendered ambiguous by the presence of Si

contaminant. Although minute in amount, Si has a 2p peak which unfortunately overlaps

with the Fe 3s doublet being measured. It is hoped, however, that the results accumulated

will serve as a foundation from which future SPPO studies can originate.

Overall, the work presented here has validated the usefulness of PO and its two

variants, PH and SPPO, in a wide range of systems and phenomena despite their relatively

recent introduction to the previously existing array of surface science tools. Along with SS
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and MS cluster calculations, PO, PH, and SPPD have provided unique information

covering the nature of a variety of systems and phenomena including adsorbate/substrate

systems, metal-semiconductor interfaces, clusters, and structural as well as magnetic phase

transitions. For the future, with the increased availability of synchrotron radiation and the

high brightness of radiation sources which will, in turn, permit better energy resolution,

PO, PH, and SPPD will continue to expand as powerful probes of surfaces.
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